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Beverage Beat
By Jessica Jacobsen

Doing more for women
With March as Women’s History Month, it allows us to take the time and recognize the women who have
challenged the status quo. Women such as Jeannette Rankin, the �rst woman elected to Congress as a member
of the House of Representatives; Dr. Mae Jemison, the �rst Black woman in the astronaut training program and
the �rst Black woman in space; as well as countless other inspiring women. Although strides have been made,
many recognize that more can be done to support women looking to pursue their dreams.

Since 2019, the Brewers Association (BA), Boulder, Colo., has been supporting diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) efforts through
its DEI Mini-Grants Program. The program allows recipients to use funds to support goals for events; however, the ongoing
pandemic has limited face-to-face events as well as the program’s timeline. Despite these challenges, grant recipients still were
able to host various events in 2021, including the FemAle Brew Fest, a craft beer festival dedicated to highlighting, supporting
and inspiring women in the craft beer industry.

“The Brewers Association Diversity & Inclusion Event Grant greatly impacted the event by helping offset some of the costs
associated with the production of the event, including the funding of hotel stays for the speakers, brewers, and representatives
that were being featured in the festival,” said Frances Antonio-Martineau, FemAle Brew Fest founder, in a statement.

Antonio-Martineau also stressed the importance of events like these for women and the craft beer market.

(Photo by Christina Morillo from Pexels/courtesy of Canva)

“FemAle Brew Fest is proud to be able to help create a
platform for women in brewing to be highlighted and
celebrated along with their peers in the craft brewing industry,”
Antonio-Martineau said. “We have seen the festival open new
doors, generate dialog, create new collaborations,
camaraderie, opportunities for leadership, and overall
empowerment of women in the industry.”

The BA’s grants program also helped further the mission of the
Dames and Dregs Beer Fest, which took place in December
2021. The event spotlights the hard work of women-led
breweries, brewers and brewery employees, as well as
women-led businesses and nonpro�t organizations in the
region.

“The Brewers Association grant made it possible for us to
welcome 38 craft brewery, cidery, meadery, and kombucha
partners,” explained Rebecca Royster, a co-founder of Dames
and Dregs, in a statement. “We are �lled with hope and
courage about the future of the beer industry. Beer brings
people together. We brew it to share with friends and strangers
alike. In doing so, we create opportunities to share our stories
and to exchange ideas. We have met so many awesome
women and allies through Dames and Dregs who are deeply
committed to creating a more inclusive community. We are
excited to continue these conversations in 2022.”

As we advance through 2022, the association notes that its
2022 grant program cycle is looking to make an even greater
impact as it is accepting fund proposals for media production
projects, and educational and training initiatives. It will
continue to support events designed to increase diversity
across the craft beer market.

Through Females in Food Community, Angela Dodd is helping food and
beverage corporations strengthen their company culture by adding talented
women to leadership positions. (Image courtesy of Females in Food
Community)

“Though funding events has been a successful approach, we recognize that there are more ways that we can support the work
of those around the country who are fostering greater diversity in the craft brewing community,” said Alana Koenig-Busey, DEI
Mini-Grants program director, in a statement. “COVID-19 has shifted how we approach face-to-face events forever. People have
had to get creative about how to engage people and deliver meaningful experiences. These changes to our grant program will
help us evolve with the changing times.”

Additionally, the Minneapolis-based Females in Food Community, founded by Angela Dodd, announced last year that it was
launching its corporate partnership program. Designed for food and beverage corporations that are committed to strengthening
company culture and adding talented women to leadership positions, Females in Food’s corporate partnership program provides
customized resources that allow brands to promote their DEI initiatives and job openings directly to quali�ed female candidates,
it states.

“There is a signi�cant lack of trust between corporations and female employees who don’t feel supported in their careers. Our
program is designed to help companies close the equality gap, improve their culture, build trust and engage and retain the best
talent,” Dodd said in an October 2021 release. “We know women look for new jobs differently than men do, and Females in Food
provides the tools necessary for companies to become employment destinations for gifted female leaders.”

The platform notes that approximately 16% of leadership roles are �lled by women in food and beverage corporations, compared
with 23% in other industries.

“It’s our goal to help women in [food and beverage] advance beyond the very real glass ceiling, but to get there we need
corporations in our industry to join the movement to create long-lasting systemic change,” Dodd stated. “Our professional
network of experienced females in food is growing rapidly throughout the country, and our corporate partnership program
presents an opportunity for companies to be a leader in change by creating an environment where women can thrive in their
careers.”

As we take the time this month to re�ect on the historic contributions from past female leaders, now also is the time to support
their future opportunities within the beverage market. BI
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Lubriplate Lubricants Co.
129 Lockwood St., Newark, N.J. 07105
Company website: lubriplate.com

LUBRIPLATE LUBRICANTS COMPANY SUPPORTS CRAFT BREWING
By Don Wrocklage, National Accounts Manager

Lubriplate Lubricants Co. is a manufacturer of mineral base
and full synthetic oils and greases. Our state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility is located in Toledo, Ohio. For decades
Lubriplate has put a strong emphasis on developing and
manufacturing NSF H1 and 3H food grade registered lubricants
that perform to the same or higher level as compared with non-
food grade lubricants. We have always put a strong focus on
the beverage industry. Our products and value-added services
provide the opportunity for our bottling and canning customers
to generate signi�cant cost savings in many ways. Lubriplate
Distribution Centers feed our extensive network of authorized
stocking distributors, making our products readily available to
our customers.

 

EXECUTIVE COMMENTARY

When I started with Lubriplate many years ago, one of my �rst experiences was at a large brewery in Houston, Texas. I was
brought in to evaluate a Cone Drive gear box driving a Pneumatic Scale Can Closer that was operating upwards of 200F. This
excessive oil temperature was causing seals to harden, resulting in oil leakage and premature gear box failure due to lack of
lubrication. With assistance from those with more experience than myself at Lubriplate we determined that while the viscosity of
the non-Lubriplate gear oil they were using was correct, the additive package was not. After the conversion to the more
appropriate Lubriplate product, oil temperatures dropped over 30F and into a range that provided long seal life, solving the
problem. This really enlightened me early in my career that selecting the correct lubricant for the application is critical to
achieving the longest possible life of the lubricated machine component and reducing downtime caused by inadequate
lubrication.

READ MORE

https://www.lubriplate.com/


Industry Issues
Pepsi Bottling Ventures welcomes new CEO
Raleigh, N.C.-based Pepsi Bottling Ventures LLC (PBV), a joint venture of Suntory Group and
PepsiCo, named Derek Hill as president and CEO. The announcement followed the retirement of
Paul Finney, who served as president and CEO from 2012-2021.

“Paul has strategically positioned PBV into the industry-leading bottling company that it is today.
He is highly admired and will be greatly missed,” Hill said. “PBV prides itself as a top bottler and
distributor of some of the most recognizable consumer beverage products in the world. I am
honored to accept the role of president and CEO and look forward to many great years of
continued success for our business, our customers, and consumers.”

Hill spent his 30-year career in the Pepsi system. He joined PBV in 2000 as vice president of
corporate planning before assuming the role of chief �nancial o�cer (CFO) in 2008. As CFO, Hill
led PBV to record-breaking pro�ts and strategically managed a series of mergers and
acquisitions that expanded the company’s distribution territory and sales footprint.

“We are very excited to welcome Derek as the new president and CEO of Pepsi Bottling
Ventures,” said Kazuhiro Saito, president and CEO of Suntory Beverage & Food Ltd., in a
statement. “He is an immense talent with a strategic vision, and I’m con�dent that the
leadership transition will be seamless. Together, we will continue to drive PBV’s business
forward.”    

Kirk Tanner, CEO of PepsiCo Beverages North America, added: “The partnership we’ve had with
Paul over the years has been simply outstanding and he has built a high-performance team that
plays a signi�cant role in PepsiCo’s success. As he takes on the new adventure of retirement, he
leaves a legacy that should stand as a source of great pride and a model for the beverage
industry. With Derek in his new role, we have a strong leader and trusted partner with world-
class knowledge of the PepsiCo bottling business. He will help us take our relationship to even
greater heights and we look forward to continued success together in the future.” BI

Atlanta-based SweetWater
Brewing Co. LLC, a subsidiary
of Tilray Brands Inc., announced
its expansion across California
with distribution partners Reyes
Beer Division, tying together the
continued westward expansion
of the SweetWater brand with
the opening of SweetWater
Colorado Brewing Co. LLC in
Fort Collins, Colo., and the
recent acquisition of San Diego
beer brands, Alpine Beer Co.
and Green Flash Brewing Co.
Through Reyes Beer Division,
the largest beer distributor in the
United States, SweetWater’s
lineup of year-round, seasonal
and specialty beers now are
available across California.

London-based Fever-Tree
drinks recently entered the
South Korean market, as it
continues to extend its global
reach. Now available through a
partnership with award-winning
South Korean brewing company
Bohae Brewery, Fever-Tree has
brought their award-winning
range of premium mixers to the
fast-growing market, it says.
“We are very excited to be
entering the South Korean
market. As one of Asia’s fastest
growing markets, South Korea
presents a great opportunity for
us to elevate the nation’s
favorite serve, the soju tonic or
“so-tonic”, and increasingly the
highball, with our award-
winning premium mixers,” said
Tim Warrillow, co-founder and
CEO of Fever-Tree, in a
statement. “We are excited
about our partnership with
Bohae Brewery to help South
Korean consumers mix with the
best.”

In The News ...

SIP & LEARN PODCAST

Beverage community calorie reduction effort sees
decrease for 4 straight years

Purchase, N.Y.-based PepsiCo
announced the creation of a
new North American
organization dedicated to
accelerating efforts inside and
outside of the company to help
address inequalities for
historically excluded people and
underserved businesses and
communities. The new
Multicultural Business and
Equity Development
Organization will operate across
PepsiCo's North America
beverage and convenient foods
businesses and integrate work
streams aimed at addressing a
variety of business and people
priorities into a one-team
approach that will enable
PepsiCo to drive sustained
change and scale faster across
its entire North America
businesses. Underscoring the
importance of this move,
PepsiCo has appointed Derek
Lewis as its �rst-ever president
of Multicultural Business and
Equity Development to lead this
effort. In his new role, he will
create and lead a new
organization tasked with
ensuring end-to-end business
inequalities are addressed to
maximize overall results and
impact.  Lewis will report to Kirk
Tanner, CEO of PepsiCo
Beverages North America, and
Steven Williams, CEO of
PepsiCo Foods North America.

In The News ...

Calories consumed from beverages continue to decline in communities where obesity rates are
above the national average, according to an independent evaluator. For four years straight, the
actions the beverage industry is undertaking nationally with public health partners to reduce the
sugar people get from beverages is working, and the data proves it, states American Beverage,
Washington, D.C.

Independent evaluator Keybridge LLC released its annual report on �ve select communities
where the beverage industry is measuring progress of the Balance Calories Initiative (BCI), a
national commitment by American Beverage, The Coca-Cola Co., Keurig Dr Pepper and PepsiCo
to reduce per-person beverage calories by 20% by 2025.

The report details that average calories in each 8-ounce serving from 2014/15 (baseline start of
BCI) through 2020 have gone down between 10% and 15.5% in all �ve communities, which
include Eastern Los Angeles, Calif., Little Rock, Ark., Bronx/Brooklyn, N.Y., Montgomery and
Lowndes counties, Ala., and the Mississippi Delta.

Consumers in these �ve communities as well as nationally have shifted toward more beverages
with low sugar and zero sugar and away from full-calorie beverages, the association states. This
is a trend beverage companies have been working to achieve through the creation of more
beverage choices with less sugar and smaller portion sizes, and by encouraging consumers to
try to balance the sugar they get from beverages, it adds.

Beverage companies now are halfway to their national goal to reduce beverage calories by 20%.

“I’m especially proud of the progress we’ve made in communities where we know consumers
need more choices with less sugar to balance their lives,” said Katherine Lugar, president and
CEO of American Beverage, in a statement. “Today, nearly 60% of all beverages sold are zero
sugar, and our public-private partnerships with community groups are supporting consumer
efforts to reduce the sugar in their diets.” BI

Du Nord Social Spirits �rst graduate of Jack Daniel’s,
Uncle Nearest’s Business Incubation Program
The Jack Daniel's Distillery and the Nearest Green Distillery announced that Minneapolis-based
Du Nord Social Spirits, a small batch distillery producing gin, vodka, liqueurs and whiskeys, is the
�rst graduate of the Business Incubation Program, one of the core pillars of the Nearest & Jack
Advancement Initiative.

Launched by the Jack Daniel Distillery and the Nearest Green Distillery in 2020, the Nearest &
Jack Advancement Initiative aims to advance diversity within the American whiskey industry
with a Business Incubation Program, Leadership Acceleration Program, and the creation of the
Nearest Green School of Distilling, it says. The Business Incubation Program offers BIPOC
entrepreneurs mentorship in all areas of the distilling business including access to marketing,
branding, expanded distribution networks, and other assets and opportunities for growth.

Du Nord Social Spirits was the �rst business selected for the initiative’s Business Incubation
Program in 2020. As part of the program, Du Nord worked with industry experts to transform its
branding identity and packaging while receiving mentoring from leaders at both Uncle Nearest
and Brown-Forman. Through distributor networking opportunities, the distillery increased its
sales footprint and now is available in 10 states across the country. Additionally, Du Nord
recently partnered with Delta Air Lines to have its Foundation Vodka available on all domestic
Delta �ights.  

“Our experience in the Business Incubation Program has been a game-changer while providing
the foundational elements of strong branding and helping us develop a path of growth. Without
this program, we would not be in the position we are now,” said Du Nord CEO and Head Distiller
Chris Montana in a statement. BI

The Fun Wine Co., Miami,
appointed Todd Anderson as
president of the company.
Anderson will be responsible for
the sales, marketing, distribution
and operations strategy of FUN
WINE. After 16 years with Mark
Anthony Brands, Anderson
joined Lone River Beverage Co.
as chief commercial o�cer. The
maker of Lone River Ranch
Water hard seltzer was recently
acquired by Diageo Beer Co. “I
am looking forward to joining
this rapidly emerging brand and
working closely with the Fun
Wine Team on our strategy to
further disrupt total beverage
alcohol,” Anderson said in
statement. “The Fun Wine Co.
has a unique opportunity to
engage the diverse and evolving
North American and
international consumer markets
by building our brand on the
lifestyle occasions behind
music, fashion, art and just
plain FUN.”

In The News ...
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Category Focus

Kombucha gets push from health and wellness
By Jessica Jacobsen

Flavors, hybrid formats help lift category
(Image courtesy of Brew Dr. Kombucha)

Given their popularity and history, it can be hard to think of a time when tea and coffee were not among the top
beverage choices for American consumers. Once international novelties, these beverages have become staples
for many consumers. Yet, for emerging categories like kombucha, the journey of becoming a mainstream
beverage market like tea or coffee has gone through peaks and valleys, but the rising in�uence of health and
wellness might be the push that kombucha needs to prevail.

“The most highly ranked lifestyle change overall among consumers was to eat healthier in 2022,” says Erin Costello,
communications and events associate at Imbibe, Niles, Ill., citing Nextbite insights. “While the appeal in adopting and maintaining
a healthy lifestyle has grown in recent years, a focus on immunity and gut health has excited interest in kombucha. Touted by
Eastern culture for its long list of health bene�ts, kombucha is packed with a rich supply of probiotics, enzymes and multiple B
vitamins.”

These attributes have aided the global kombucha market, which is expected to reach $7.05 billion by 2027, Costello says, citing
Grandview Research. For the time period of 2021-2027, it is projected to have a compound annual growth rate of 19.7%, she
adds.

Health-Ade recently expanded its seasonal lineup of kombuchas with the
release of Pineapple Creamsicle. (Image courtesy of Health-Ade)

“Expanding consumer preference for functional drinks over
[carbonated soft drinks (CSDs) and juices, in tandem with
awareness of the inherent nutritional bene�ts of kombucha is
expected to fuel the growth,” Costello says.
 
Meanwhile, Roger Dilworth, senior analyst for New York-based
Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), notes that in the
United States, kombucha’s performance has mellowed the
past few years.
 
“After growing by nearly 150% between 2015 and 2018, U.S.
kombucha volume has increased by only 11% between 2018
and 2021. Retail dollars have grown by only 6.5% in the latest
three-year period,” Dilworth says. “Sales were essentially �at in
2021, with volume actually down by 1.6%.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Dilworth adds that health and wellness contributed to kombucha’s earlier growth, which could help it rebound as those trends
have proliferated during the pandemic.

“A few years ago, the growing health consciousness in the U.S., with early adopters doing research on the Internet and
propagating their �ndings on social media, drove trial and repeat sales,” he says. “However, as noted, the market has slowed,
particularly in 2021. With immunity and gut health receiving renewed attention due to the pandemic, consumers are expected to
continue to seek products with real functional bene�ts — signaling that kombucha will see its growth accelerate again from
2021’s low point.”

Imbibe’s Costello echoes similar sentiments on kombucha’s U.S. potential.

“While the appeal in adopting and maintaining a healthy lifestyle has grown in recent years, a
focus on immunity and gut health has excited interest in kombucha. Touted by eastern culture
for its long list of health bene�ts, kombucha is packed with a rich supply of probiotics, enzymes
and multiple B vitamins.”

— Erin Costello, communications and events associate at Imbibe

“Looking back at the kombucha segment from 2014 to 2019, overall U.S. sales surged from $1 million to $1.8 billion. While gut
health and immunity are inextricably linked and the association is recognized by the majority of consumers (four out of �ve
believe that good gut health can reduce the chance of getting sick), the leveling out on the immunity concerns may in�uence this
category,” she says, citing 2021 research from Cargill.

“The presence of new functional beverages on the market has the potential to impact growth in coming years. In 2021, the
digestive health market was �ve times the size of the brain health market, but the nootropics category is quickly gaining traction,”
she continues, citing PMMI Business Intelligence.

Innovative mindset
With consumers offering so much potential for the kombucha market, analysts highlight the drive by beverage-makers to support
this need state.

“Developing brands along with key market players are continuing to launch new and/or improved offerings like GT’s 2021 debut
of two new Synergy �avors,” Costello says.

She also highlights that “the introduction to more shelf-stable SKUs and more conveniently packaged options ― like humm Zero
and Qumba’s kombucha powder ― could have a positive result on how kombucha competes in the functional beverage market in
the future.”

Flying Embers, a leading organic hard
kombucha and hard seltzer beverage
producer, announced the closing of its
$20 million Series C round, led by
Beam Suntory. (Image courtesy of
Flying Embers)

BMC’s Dilworth adds that hybrid innovations could draw in more consumers to the kombucha
market.
 
“For about a decade, there has been an attempt by Live Kombucha to introduce more
mainstream, ‘soda’-like �avors, but the principal players seem to be sticking with fruit �avors,”
he explains. “More recently, marketers have introduced kombuchas mixed with sparkling water
to yield a lower price point and a more mainstream �avor pro�le.”
 
Los Angeles-based Health-Ade recently expanded its seasonal lineup of kombuchas with the
release of Pineapple Creamsicle. The limited-edition release leverages the nostalgic and
indulgent �avors of a classic creamsicle but with a tangy, bubbly twist, the company says.
Flavored with cold-pressed pineapple and lime juices with subtle hints of vanilla, Health-Ade’s
newest seasonal beverage features the added bene�t of living probiotics and healthy acids, it
adds.

Other brands are pulling in�uence from their heritage for new products. For instance, Brew Dr. Kombucha, Portland, Ore.,
announced two new kombucha �avors: Happiness and Citrus Earl Grey. Noting that Happiness is one of the company’s original
kombucha �avors, the company is reintroducing the �avor with an updated recipe that blends white tea with elder�ower,
chamomile, hibiscus, and rose petals for a soft and �oral �nish, it says. Citrus Earl Grey boasts a bright, citrus-forward recipe of
blood orange, lemon and orange peel and �nishes smoothly with the velvety bergamot of Earl Grey tea, it adds.

Yet, kombucha’s innovations and growth is not just reserved for the non-alcohol beverage market.

“We predicted that the hard kombucha category would be one to watch in 2021, and while alcohol is a natural byproduct of
fermentation, most of the kombucha we see in cold cases next to other functional beverages  contains [less than] 0.5% ABV,”
Imbibe’s Costello says. “An additional round of fermentation takes the typical ABV from [less than] 0.5% to 4 to 11%, making it as
hard as beer and some wines. Consumers are reaching beyond beer for gluten-free, low calorie, and less sugar-heavy options.

“A mid-year 2021 report stated that hard kombucha was in the Top 3 fastest-growing beer categories in May,” she continues,
citing data from Drizly. “Last year we saw an in�ux of hard kombucha offerings, from line extensions to new brands entering the
space. Bambucha added to their roster with a three SKU line of organic hard kombuchas. Sierra Nevada’s Strainge Beast hard
kombucha brand also expanded their core line with three new �avors in the U.S.”

BMC’s Dilworth expects that the hard kombucha market will continue to gain market share in the coming years. “Retail sales of
hard kombucha in measured channels grew by 128% in 2020, according to A.C. Nielsen data, to exceed an estimated $15.3
million ― up from less than $2 million just four years earlier,” he says. “Even with its rapid growth, hard kombucha may not
always �t easily in brewers’ lineups. Nonetheless, it should enjoy solid growth for the next few years.”

Major beverage alcohol producers are recognizing the potential of hard kombucha. Earlier this year, Ventura, Calif.-based Flying
Embers, a leading organic hard kombucha and hard seltzer beverage producer, announced the closing of its $20 million Series C
round, led by Beam Suntory, Chicago. The funding round also includes follow-on investments from Power Plant Ventures,
Quadrant Capital, Monogram Capital Partners and Beechwood Capital.

This latest round will be used to accelerate the growth of Flying Embers’ current brands as they scale nationally, fueled by a
growing consumer base of modern drinkers in search of premium hand-crafted natural and organic options. With this funding, the
company will prioritize investment in expanding its marketing efforts to introduce new consumers to the growing hard kombucha
category, and further bolster its sales infrastructure to support its wholesaler and retail partners, it states.

Whether it’s traditional kombucha or hard versions, the kombucha market looks poised to gain share in the coming year. BI
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FRESH VINE LIMITED RESERVE NAPA CABERNETTWELVE5'S REBEL BOLDER HARD COFFEE

TELSÓN TEQUILASJIANT HARD KOMBUCHA VENICE PEACH
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Beer evolves in time of recovery
Domestic beer faces challenges from competing segments

By Jessica Jacobsen

(Image courtesy of Anheuser-Busch)

In the Peacock Original “Psych 2: Lassie Come Home,” fake psychic Shawn Spencer and his pal Burton “Gus”
Guster help their friend Santa Barbara Police Chief Carlton “Lassie” Lassiter after an ambush left him bedridden in
a recovery clinic. After uncovering the assailant’s identity and wrapping the case, Lassie questions his future with
the police force but in the �nal moments is determined to continue his road to recovery, which is symbolized by his
walking down the hall to his wife, Marlowe.

For the U.S. beer market, the road to recovery is not as dramatic as the ending of a made-for-TV movie, but the major players are
no less determined.

“The U.S. beer market is in a moment of recovery following declines associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, lackluster
international demand and heightened competition from ready-to-drink (RTD) cocktails,” says Grace Wood, industry analyst for Los
Angeles-based IBISWorld. “Consumers are demanding more variety and novelty, which is stimulating growth from regional and
craft brewers.”

This past holiday season, the brand introduced Beernaments, Miller Lite’s �rst-
ever “drinkable” ornament. (Image courtesy of Molson Coors Beverage Co.)

Brian Sudano, managing partner with New York-based
Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), also notes the impact
that novelty is having on beer as a whole. “The market
continues to evolve with growth coming from alternative forms
of malt beverages while traditional beer continues to contract,”
he says.
 
Meanwhile, Kaleigh Theriault, beverage alcohol thought
leadership manager for Chicago-based NielsenIQ, notes that
with the exception of imported beer, U.S. off-premise beer
sales across the board are in decline.
 
“This leads us to the conclusion that beer drinkers are looking
for premium options and new and exciting alternatives in the
off-premise,” Theriault explains. “When looking at how the
segment has fared in the last two years, craft, imported and
domestic super-premium beers all saw substantial growth,
while below premium, domestic premium and malt liquor
experienced declines reaching as low at 21.5% since 2019.  

Dollar Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year

Bud $6,767,318,855 -7 301,517,932 -9.5

Michelob $3,315,267,875 4.4 119,220,402 2.8

Coors $2,649,921,450 -2.5 119,713,057 -5.2

Miller Lite $2,131,763,261 -5.5 98,238,585 -8

Busch $1,729,027,077 -0.3 101,238,718 -3.6

Natural $1,343,380,705 -8.5 81,313,091 -11

Bud Specialty $680,062,808 -12.7 20,826,405 -14.4

Keystone $428,454,848 -13.2 27,360,250 -15.5

Miller High Life $400,650,244 -11.3 22,664,901 -13.7

Yuengling $376,532,938 -1.3 15,663,238 -4.6

Tot al sales* $26,487,779,818 -5.2 1,123,249,379 -8.2

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, mass merchandisers, gas and convenience stores, military
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021.

Total domestic beer (Brand family)

“We can attribute these trends to the pandemic related health and wellness revolution, which caused shoppers to seek out
innovative, ‘better-for-you’ beverage alcohol offerings (i.e., non-alcoholic beer, hard seltzer, hard tea, etc.),” she continues.
“Additionally, consumers’ new priorities for maintaining wellness caused 22% to cut back on overall alcohol consumption
according to a recent NielsenIQ’s Omnibus Survey. Overall, we expect sales to continue to revert to 2019 levels as consumers
shift from a pandemic to an endemic mindset.”

However, the U.S. beer market’s recovery plans could be altered following February’s report from the U.S. Treasury Department.
The report “Competition in the Markets for Beer, Wine, and Spirit,” notes the signi�cant growth in the number of small and “craft”
beverage alcohol producers, but raises concerns about consolidation at the distribution and manufacturing levels.

Bud Light NEXT | Zero In The Way Of Possibility (:45)Bud Light NEXT | Zero In The Way Of Possibility (:45)

In response to the report, Beer Institute President and CEO Jim McGreevy released the following statement:

“We are disappointed by the Administration’s mischaracterization of the thriving American beer industry. The American beer
industry is one of the most vibrant industries in the country. Since 2010, we have seen more than 10,000 new breweries
permitted, and today ― from agriculture and manufacturing to construction and transportation, the beer industry supports more
than 2 million American jobs and contributes more than $331 billion to the nation’s economy. Consumers are bene�ting from the
growing number of brewers and beer importers, with more choices for beer than at any other time in our nation's history.

“Even with the COVID-19 pandemic, which resulted in a nearly $20 billion reduction in retail beer sales and a loss of nearly
570,000 jobs that depend on the beer industry, our nation’s brewers and beer importers continue to invest in their communities,
support local jobs, and aid people in need,” McGreevy continued. “Despite being one of the most regulated industries in the
United States, the beer industry is experiencing an unprecedented level of healthy competition. It will continue to grow and
innovate so it can best serve the millions of Americans who make beer America’s favorite beverage alcohol.”

Bob Pease, president and CEO of Brewers Association, also released a statement relating to the report:

“The Brewers Association thanks the White House, Treasury Department, the Department of Justice, and the Federal Trade
Commission for their work on this report; and we appreciate the recognition that despite growing numbers of craft brewers, beer
remains a heavily concentrated industry, which poses competition challenges to craft brewers and consumers. We applaud the
Treasury Department’s recommendations on how to improve competition in the beverage alcohol industry, many of which align
with the Brewers Association’s submitted comments.
“Upon an initial review of the Treasury’s ‘Competition in the Markets for Beer, Wine, and Spirits’ report, we are glad to see that the
report recognizes that some laws, even those originally designed for a pro-competitive purpose, have inhibited the growth and
competitiveness of craft producers,” Pease continued. “Second, we see much to like in its conclusions and applaud the report’s
focus on the Federal Alcohol Administration Act’s trade practice provisions and the continued need to combat practices like
slotting fees and discriminatory conduct. Lastly, we appreciate the report’s recognition that some laws have become out-of-date
and that new rules may better serve public health and foster competition.”

As beer manufacturers and distributors await what this could mean for the industry going forward, the beer market is hard at
work improving on-premise performance while embracing new channel solutions.

“The pandemic crippled demand from on-premise channels, such as restaurants, bars and concessions. Since on-premise
channels generally drive sales volume, particularly for sub-premium and premium brands, an increase in off-premise sales was
not able to offset these declines,” IBISWorld’s Wood says. “Ultimately, the U.S. beer industry declined in 2020 during the height of
the pandemic. However, as the economy reopened in 2021, replenishing on-premise sales, the industry is expected to have
rebounded.”

“The pandemic crippled demand from on-premise channels, such as restaurants, bars and
concessions. Since on-premise channels generally drive sales volume, particularly for sub-
premium and premium brands, an increase in off-premise sales was not able to offset these
declines. Ultimately, the U.S. beer industry declined in 2020 during the height of the pandemic.
However, as the economy reopened in 2021, replenishing on-premise sales, the industry is
expected to have rebounded.”

— Grace Wood, industry analyst for IBISWorld

Part of the beer market’s rebound efforts includes adoption of digital solutions such as eCommerce or direct-to-consumer (DTC).

“The rise of eCommerce and direct-to-consumer (DTC) shipping have expanded the potential market for retailers, wholesalers
and manufacturers of beer, leading to greater revenue gains,” Wood says. “Conversely, easier access to alcohol via eCommerce
and DTC shipping has led to a rise in competition from wine and RTD cocktails.”

Domestics look to maintain dominance
For 2021, the total U.S. beer market was relatively �at as dollar sales totaled $44.2 billion, a decline of 0.4%, according to data for
the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021, in total U.S. multi-outlets from Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI). In that
market, total domestic beer ― which comprises domestic premium, domestic super-premium, domestic sub-premium and craft
― accounts for nearly 60% of the market share.

Although domestics might dominate in terms of market share, it has been challenged as consumer preferences have evolved.
For instance, total domestic beer dollar sales were $26.4 billion for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021, but this was a 5.2%
decline compared with the previous year.

“The domestic beer market continues to struggle,” BMC’s Sudano says. “All segments with the exception of craft and [�avored
malt beverages] (FMBs) declined. With the opening of the on-premise, craft beer taprooms began to experience growth along
with the entire segment. Overall premium lights and value brands saw declines return in the mid-single digit range. While the
fastest growing domestic brand Michelob Ultra saw growth slow dramatically, from double-digits to low singles. The clear winner
despite a slowdown at the end of the year was FMBs, which grew in 2021 at around 10% and now represents 13% of the beer
market.”

This thirst for novel beer formats and �avors has some of the major domestic participants ― St. Louis-based Anheuser-Busch
and Chicago-based Molson Coors Beverage Co. ― entering these growing markets.

“Younger consumers have been moving much of their volume away from traditional beer and beer overall,” Sudano says. “This
has driven brewers to compete across categories. [Anheuser-Busch InBev] and Molson Coors now are competing in RTDs across
all beverage alcohol formats. Nearly all the innovation is taking place in FMBs and RTDs. These formats have also supported
traditional cocktails when out of home. With competition from spirits and wine-based brands on the RTD side and the strength of
spirit marketers, we project domestic beer declines to accelerate over the next few years.”

Despite these challenges, domestic brewers still are �nding ways to entice consumers. For instance, Anheuser-Busch recently
announced the national availability of Bud Light NEXT, a traditional lager that offers the sessionability and stats of a seltzer, the
company says. With a 4% ABV, Bud Light NEXT contains zero carbohydrates and 80 calories. The light beer brand publicized its
new offering during this year’s Super Bowl.

Featuring four vignettes synced to the tune of Barbra Streisand’s hit song “Gotta Move,” the new commercial titled, “Zero in the
Way of Possibility,” demonstrates what’s possible when you choose to break traditional conventions and challenges fans to
rethink the status quo, the company says.

The spot also marks another milestone for the brand's recent entry into the non-fungible token (NFT) space, by featuring a Nouns
DAO partnership.  The partnership comes to life in the third vignette when their famous glasses, as well as a token from the new
Bud Light N3XT NFT Collection, makes an appearance, according to the company.

Miller Lite, a brand of Molson Coors Beverage Co., has explored new ways to engage with consumers. This past holiday season,
the brand introduced Beernaments, Miller Lite’s �rst-ever “drinkable” ornament.

To launch Beernaments, the brand partnered with actor and comedian, Jimmy O. Yang, to explain the holiday magic behind the
drinkable décor and give you holiday hacks to make your tree extra merry in a new video. Beernaments �t snugly around 8-ounce
cans of Miller Lite and were sold in six-packs.

“We know that people are looking forward to more intimate holiday celebrations this year, which means more Miller Time with
close friends and loved ones,” said So�a Colucci, global vice president of Miller family of brands, in a statement at the time of
launch. “Our Beernaments are not only hilarious, but a great way to keep the holidays bright for beer lovers everywhere, from
drinks to décor.”

No matter how domestic brewers are looking to engage with consumers, the beer segment will continue to �nd new ways to
maintain its dominant position. BI
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Imports prep for potential challenges
High end, low-calorie attributes bolster import segment

By Jessica Jacobsen

(Image courtesy of Innis & Gunn)

For NFL coaches, the prep work for the next game begins right away. In a 2018 “Freakonomics” podcast episode
titled “How to Stop Being a Loser,” Kyle Shanahan, head coach of the San Francisco 49ers, noted that during the
season he’ll get to the facility at 5:30 a.m. every day. Mondays he leaves around 11 p.m. and that’s an early night
compared with the midnight clock out that he typically does on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The long hours and
prep are necessary to be a winning coach in the NFL, he alluded. Although import beer brands are not watching
game tapes on other beer segments, experts note the segment should be prepping because consumer preferences
are constantly shifting.

For the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021, in total U.S. multi-outlets based on data from Chicago-based Information Resources Inc.
(IRI), import beer dollar sales topped $9.2 billion, a 4.8% increase, while case sales were up 1.5% during that time. Experts
recognize that import beer has fared well the past few years.

“Overall, the imported beer market is the bright spot for traditional beer in the U.S., growing in the mid-single digit range led by
Modelo Especial,” says Brian Sudano, managing partner with New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC).

Grace Wood, industry analyst for Los Angeles-based IBISWorld, also recognizes the positive performance from imports, but notes
contraction is forecasted for this coming year.

Dollar Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year

Modelo $3,347,274,168 14 99,524,368 10

Corona $2,847,915,782 2.2 81,407,227 -1

Heineken $916,150,796 0.2 26,613,535 -2.6

Dos Equis XX $463,915,638 5.7 13,770,391 3.2

Stella Artois $434,289,418 -3.7 11,716,748 -5.2

Pacifico $208,243,900 3.2 6,252,473 1.9

Guinness $184,107,274 2.5 4,320,236 1.6

Labatt $148,737,092 -5.8 7,436,549 -9.2

Tecate $145,216,618 -14.1 6,549,314 -16.2

Foster's $78,284,071 -2.7 2,825,122 -5.2

Tot al sales* $9,244,406,825 4.8 274,575,515 1.5
*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, mass merchandisers, gas and convenience stores, military
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021.

Top imported beer (Brand family)

At 4% ABV, the lightest beer in the Tecate portfolio, Tecate ALTA was crafted as
consumers, particularly younger legal-drinking-age consumers, are selecting
health-conscious options, the company says. (Image courtesy of Heineken
USA)

“Imports within the domestic beer market have been
increasing, peaking as a share of domestic demand in 2020,”
she says. “Import penetration into the industry is expected to
fall slightly in 2022, but will continue to make up nearly 20% of
domestic demand.”
 
The depreciation of the U.S. dollar compared with other major
currencies also is impacting the imported beer market.
 
“Imported beers have bene�ted from a strong U.S. dollar in
recent years, especially in 2020, which has made imported
goods less expensive for domestic consumers compared to
U.S. goods,” Wood explains. “However, this trend began to
reverse in 2021 as the value of the U.S. dollar began to
depreciate. This depreciation is expected to continue over the
next few years, which may potentially sti�e imported beer
brands.”
 
Meanwhile, BMC’s Sudano notes that competition for other
beer categories, including �avored malt beverages (FMBs),
could affect imports performance going forward.
 
“With traditional beer styles declining in mid-single digits,
consumers gravitating to other categories and FMBs, [this] will
eventually impact imports unless traditional beer style trends
turn more positive,” he says.

High-end appeal
Despite projected challenges for the imported beer market, analysts note that premium positioning of the segment has helped
promote its status with U.S. consumers.

“Positively the market is impacted by consumers seeking premium beer offerings and continue strength of the Hispanic
consumer in Mexican imports,” Sudano says.

IBISWorld’s Wood echoes similar sentiments. “A shift in consumer preferences toward more variety and higher-end beer brands
is bene�ting the imported beer market,” she says.

Brands also are targeting trends permeating throughout the broader beverage market, including health and wellness.

Following its launch in select markets, Tecate ALTA, a brand of Heineken USA, White Plains, N.Y., expanded to stores throughout
California, Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, and the southern Texas Rio Grande Valley. Embodying the essence of the Mexican-
American experience, Tecate ALTA balances low calories and low carbohydrates, with a refreshing taste and light, clean �nish,
the company says. As the lightest beer in the Tecate portfolio, the 4% ABV Tecate ALTA was crafted as consumers, particularly
younger legal-drinking-age consumers, are selecting health-conscious options, the company says.

“Imported beers have bene�ted from a strong U.S. dollar in recent years, especially in 2020,
which has made imported goods less expensive for domestic consumers compared to U.S.
goods. However, this trend began to reverse in 2021 as the value of the U.S. dollar began to
depreciate. This depreciation is expected to continue over the next few years, which may
potentially sti�e imported beer brands.”

— Grace Wood, industry analyst for IBISWorld

“After taste test success and sales momentum in key markets, we’re thrilled to expand availability of Tecate ALTA to new
markets,” said Belen Pamukoff, brand director for Tecate, in statement at the time of the expansion. “Two out of three of our core
Mexican-American drinkers claim that ALTA is ‘more interesting’ than the brand they are currently drinking, and we’re excited to
offer our consumers a high-quality, ultra-premium option that speaks to their Mexican-American essence and identity.”

As the leading region for imports, Mexican beer continues to dominate the market, experts note.

“The imported beer category is characterized by Mexican imports, which represent nearly 70% of total imports,” BMC’s Sudano
says. “Mexican imports continue to grow in mid-single digits, driving overall category performance.”

IBISWorld’s Wood notes that following Mexico, the next leading locales for importing beer to the United States are the
Netherlands, Belgium and Ireland.

Beyond new products, imported beer manufacturers also are updating packaging and marketing solutions to lift performance in
the U.S. market. In 2021, Innis & Gunn, Edinburgh, Scotland, announced that its The Original and Caribbean Rum Cask brands
now are available in six-packs of 330-ml bottles, replacing the four-pack of 300-ml bottles. The bottles also were updated to clear
glass bottles that are embossed to highlight the Innis & Gunn brand name and home city of Edinburgh.

“Innis & Gunn’s new look for the Originals range is standout. The new look is con�dent and premium, re�ecting the quality beer
inside, and we are sure this will be welcomed by American retailers and consumers alike,” said Justin Fisch, president of U.S.
beverage, responsible for sales, marketing and management of Innis & Gunn in the United States, in a statement at the time of
the rollout.

Citing its research, the company adds that the new design drove 74% purchase intent among target beer drinkers. The company
also signi�cantly invested in marketing, including dedicated public relations, digital and social campaigns, while recruiting
additional staff who will directly support the market, it says.  

As one of the positive performers in 2021 for the U.S. beer market, imported beer is gearing up to ensure its growth continues. BI
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A rebounding effort
RTD cocktails, hard seltzers could stall craft beer’s return

By Jessica Jacobsen

(Image courtesy of Ballast Point Brewing Co.)

In the book “Rebound: Train your mind to bounce back strong from sports injuries,” authors Cindy Kuzma and
Carrie Jackson Cheadle identify more than 45 mental skills that athletes can employ throughout the recovery
process that also can be applied to uninjured athletes to reduce vulnerability to injuries. When the United States
�rst started feeling the wide-ranging effects of the pandemic, markets like craft beer did not have a go-to source
for how to cope with the shutdown of many on-premise outlets, including brewer-owned taprooms. Based on what
the market is seeing, it looks like today’s craft brewers could write their own guide on rebounding.

“After a di�cult 2020 due to closing of on-premise, craft is once again growing,” says Brian Sudano, managing partner with New
York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC).

Recognizing that craft beer’s performance is not at its peak, Grace Wood, industry analyst for Los Angeles-based IBISWorld,
signals that the segment still remains healthy.

“Although demand for craft beer has slowed after a period of explosive growth, growth in this segment remains stronger than
any other product segment in the beer market,” she says. “Demand for craft beer is being stimulated by a shift in consumer
preferences toward variety, novelty and higher-end brands.”

Wood highlights that craft beer’s standing comes from brewers’ new product development lines as well as an increased focus on
distribution.

New Belgium Brewing and Imperfect
Foods announced the release of
Citrus Rescue IPA, a fruited IPA
brewed using approximately 35,000
imperfect oranges from Imperfect
Foods’ supply chain of farmers.
(Image courtesy of New Belgium
Brewing)

“The craft beer market was partially insulated from COVID-19 declines due to strong demand
from off-premise channels,” Wood says. “Many operators have made efforts to expand their
distribution networks, especially within the off-premise market. Additionally, craft brewers are
continuing to release new products to keep up with growing consumer preferences for variety
and novelty.”
 
BMC’s Sudano notes that brewers also got inventive with their on-site venue. “Craft brewers
created curbside pickup for its beers to help sustain themselves during taproom closings,” he
says. “They have become creative with themes such as beer gardens and bringing in
entertainment to attract more consumers.”
 
Nathan Greene, consultant for BMC, adds that craft brewers found ways to support the growing
satellite o�ce culture as well as community gatherings.
 
“Supporting work from home culture by dedicating taproom areas to communal workspaces
during business hours has also become commonplace,” he explains. “Collaboration has gained
importance and expanded scope to now not just include peer brewers but also other local
businesses and more, with brewers driving customer interest and taproom tra�c by hosting
pop-ups events, curated meals, contests, etc. Pop-up events for breweries themselves in other
parts of their home cities whether bars, restaurants, etc., has also gained importance.”

Not without challenges
Although analysts have highlighted craft beers’ ability to rebound, the beer segment still is facing the same challenges as other
beer segments, including shifting consumer tastes.

“With growth of [ready-to-drinks] (RTDs), gaining space in off-premise remains a challenge along with how to recover from the
pandemic impact in 2020,” Sudano says.

IBISWorld’s Wood echoes similar sentiments. “Craft beers are contending with the rising popularity of RTD cocktails and other
canned alcoholic beverages, such as hard seltzers,” she says. “Additionally, the closures of on-site tasting rooms, bars and
breweries amid the COVID-19 pandemic sti�ed the craft beer market in 2020, since craft beer is more dependent on these on-site
channels than other product segments.”

“Although demand for craft beer has slowed after a period of explosive growth, growth in this
segment remains stronger than any other product segment in the beer market. Demand for craft
beer is being stimulated by a shift in consumer preferences toward variety, novelty and higher-
end brands.”

— Grace Wood, industry analyst for IBISWorld

In terms of off-premise performance, craft beer still looks to be in rebound mode as dollar sales were down 4.6%, totaling more
than $4.9 billion, for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021, in total U.S. multi-outlets, according to Chicago-based Information
Resources Inc. (IRI).

As craft brewers look to offset these declines, the vast array of beer innovations to re�ect the shifts of today’s consumers will
lead the charge.

“After nearly �ve years with an industry-wide focus on hazy/New England IPAs, other styles on the rise have begun to change
and diversify through 2021 and 2022,” BMC’s Greene says. “As excitement around ‘East Coast’ IPAs subsides, renewed focus on
‘West Coast’ IPAs from brewers across the country is occurring. Many brewers are putting renewed focus on craft lagers, with
their own regional specializations and/or recipe twists, in addition to highlighting lower calories for health-conscious craft
drinkers.

“Generally, the products succeeding and gaining consumer interest today actually often buck set de�ned styles and exist at
crossroads of two or more styles,” he continues. “Beers which take cues from a variety of sources, including hazy IPAs, sour beer
and hard seltzer/cocktails, concurrently are also �nding success, especially in attracting consumers who reject traditional beer.
Finally, low-ABV (2-3%) beers across styles, are gaining particular interest and traction, concurrent to an even further expanded
scale of brewers entering the craft [non-alcohol] beer space.”

Dollar Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year

Blue Moon $370,908,348 -7.8 10,803,820 -9.6

New Belgium $351,832,833 14.9 8,981,330 11.4

Sierra Nevada $317,733,467 -2.4 8,289,377 -5.8

Samuel Adams $234,342,837 -2.6 6,645,941 -4.1

Lagunitas $182,761,642 -12.2 4,676,376 -13.9

Shiner $141,841,555 -6.1 4,118,631 -8.4

Firestone $121,208,586 3.3 3,370,345 -0.5

Founders $121,065,745 -10.5 3,741,618 -11.8

Elysian $119,827,763 -0.9 2,584,928 -2

Bell's $108,864,805 -6.4 2,713,902 -7.4

Tot al sales* $4,992,600,746 -4.6 126,797,723 -6.6

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, mass merchandisers, gas and convenience stores, military
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021.

Top craft beers (Brand family)

Meanwhile, IBISWorld’s Wood notes that IPAs still account for nearly one-third of craft beer’s revenue share and continues to gain
in popularity. Yet, other styles are showing consumers’ demand for lighter options.

“Belgian Witbier, commonly referred to as white beer or Belgian white, has also gained popularity in recent years,” she says. “This
lighter variety of beer is more popular during the summer season, and is favored among new beer drinkers due to its light and
subtle �avor.”

Brewers also are utilizing their creative juices in new product development for bigger causes. Earlier this year, New Belgium
Brewing, Fort Collins, Colo., and Imperfect Foods announced the release of Citrus Rescue IPA, a fruited IPA brewed using
oranges that might not be “perfect” by society’s beauty standards due to little scars and blemishes but are just as healthy and
delicious, the companies say.

The two companies ― both certi�ed B Corporations ― came together with the goal of educating beer drinkers about the state of
our broken food system, working to change the perception around the aesthetics of food, and encouraging more people to take
steps to reduce food waste in their own lives, they add.

To make Citrus Rescue IPA, New Belgium used approximately 35,000 imperfect oranges from Imperfect Foods’ supply chain of
farmers. The beer was dry hopped with Citra, Lotus and Mosaic hops to amplify those citrus �avors, for a tangy, orange
creamsicle-like experience, the company says.

“Beer is a powerful vehicle to create impact. With every beer we make at New Belgium, we ask what purpose it serves for the
people in our community,” said New Belgium Brand Manager Astrid Moresco, in a statement. “Citrus Rescue IPA is a delicious
way for beer drinkers to start reducing the food ― and beer ― wasted in their own homes, and we hope it inspires beer drinkers
to seek out and support certi�ed B Corps like Imperfect Foods and New Belgium, which make the well-being of people and our
planet a business imperative as equal to �nancial success.”

No matter which route craft beer takes as it rebounds from the effects of the pandemic, it is likely there will be no shortage of
varietals. BI
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Ambiguous attributes lift FMBs, hard seltzers
Analysts predict unique �avor pro�les for new products

By Jessica Jacobsen

(Image courtesy of Molson Coors Beverage Co.)

Whether for psychology research tools or casual entertainment, ambiguous images like the rabbit-duck illusion or
the “My Wife and My Mother-in-Law” drawing illustrate the varying perceptions that people can see from the
same picture. For the U.S. �avored malt beverage (FMB) market, analysts are seeing ambiguous product
attributes drive consumers to the category.

“Health and wellness along with indulgence trends drive FMBs,” says Brian Sudano, managing partner with New York-based
Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC). “Within health and wellness, the trends are for low calories, low sugar and low carbs
where hard seltzer plays. The indulgence trend is more about full �avor and higher alcohol. Both play on variety and non-alcoholic
taste satisfying consumer crossover from non-alcoholic beverages.”

Grace Wood, industry analyst for Los Angeles-based IBISWorld, notes that younger legal-drinking-age consumers “are driving
demand for on-the-go beverages such as RTD cocktails and other canned alcoholic beverages,” and these consumers are more
drawn to the indulgent pro�les.

“Sweet drinks continue to perform well in this market,” she says.

Dollar Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year

White Claw $1,933,416,509 -2.6 53,883,170 -5.8

Truly $1,264,766,109 35.6 37,616,540 30.1

Bud Light $407,602,137 8.1 12,907,560 4.9

Corona $143,358,384 -14.5 4,245,435 -15.8

Vizzy $139,515,509 87.9 4,316,852 85

Tot al sales* $4,568,619,193 16.8 132,960,661 13

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, mass merchandisers, gas and convenience stores, military
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021.

Top beer seltzer centric (Brand family)

In its Super Bowl debut commercial, Bud Light Seltzer Hard Soda welcomed
fans to the “Land of Loud Flavors,” a magical universe that brings the bold and
unexpected taste of Bud Light Seltzer, it says. (Image courtesy of Anheuser-
Busch)

Tapping into consumers thirst for bold �avors in a convenient
format, The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, and Chicago-based Molson
Coors Beverage Co. announced earlier this year that they were
expanding on their current standing partnership, which
includes Topo Chico Hard Seltzer and Topo Chico Ranch Water,
with Simply Spiked, a full-�avored alcohol version of the Simply
chilled juice brand.
 
“Over the past two years, we’ve seen success by shaking up
existing categories with new brands that have clear,
compelling points of difference, like Coca-Cola's Topo Chico
Hard Seltzer, Vizzy Hard Seltzer and ZOA Energy Drink,” said
Michelle St. Jacques, Molson Coors’ chief marketing o�cer, in
a statement at the time of the announcement. “Now, we have
a huge opportunity to leverage the power of Simply ― a brand
known for real juice and big �avor ― to disrupt the full-�avor
alcohol segment in a way that’s never been done before.”

This summer, Molson Coors will start by launching the Simply Spiked Lemonade variety pack, inspired by some of Simply’s best-
selling non-alcohol products: Strawberry Lemonade, Watermelon Lemonade, Blueberry Lemonade and, of course, Signature
Lemonade.

Meanwhile, Kaleigh Theriault, beverage alcohol thought leadership manager for Chicago-based NielsenIQ, calls attention to the
health and wellness innovations and convenient packaging as drivers for the FMB market.

“Consumers are focused on three top trends: convenience, experience, and health and wellness,” she says. “FMBs offer
convenient consumption in a can, as well as an exciting experience through �avor and style innovations, especially among hard
seltzers. As mentioned before, consumers renewed priority for maintaining health and wellness is largely driving trends across
the beverage alcohol industry, and there seems to be a beverage for all types of consumers, whether they’re gluten-free, looking
for low-carb options, no added sugar, etc.”

These trends will likely be a vital role in future innovations hitting this market, experts note.

“Building on the previous point, we’re going to see innovation in health and wellness offerings and can expect more brands to
enter the hard seltzer, hard tea, hard kombucha, low-calorie beverages, low/non-alcoholic, etc., spaces,” Theriault says.

In terms of �avors, BMC’s Sudano notes that FMB pro�les have been in line with fruit juice, but that could be changing.

“Health and wellness along with indulgence trends drive FMBs. Within health and wellness, the
trends are for low calories, low sugar and low carbs where hard seltzer plays. The indulgence
trend is more about full �avor and higher alcohol. Both play on variety and non-alcoholic taste
satisfying consumer cross over from non-alcoholic beverages.”

— Brian Sudano, managing partner with Beverage Marketing Corporation

“Lately it has moved to combinations that include plant-based �avors like lavender,” he says. “Expect more fusion of �avor
systems going forward to create unique taste experience but not too far from mainstream.”

Bud Light Seltzer has been proactive in developing unique taste experiences. In December 2021, the brand announced the debut
of Bud Light Seltzer Hard Soda and Bud Light Seltzer Sour ― two new variety packs. The Bud Light Seltzer Hard Soda variety
pack brings the bold classic soda �avors to seltzer form, while the limited-edition Bud Light Seltzer Sour variety pack has four
pucker-worthy fruity �avors, it said.

Bud Light Seltzer Hard Soda features four �avors in the variety pack: Classic Cola, Cherry Cola, Orange Soda and Citrus Soda.
Meanwhile, the limited-edition Bud Light Seltzer Sour variety pack contained four �avors: Blue Raspberry, Watermelon, Lemon
and Green Apple.

“For the past several years, Bud Light Seltzer has continued to innovate and bring 21-plus seltzer fans bold �avors, and now
we’re starting the New Year off with our ‘Loudest Flavors Ever’,” said Andy Goeler, vice president of marketing at Bud Light, in a
statement at the time of the releases. “As we continue to disrupt the seltzer category, our two new variety packs feature unique,
fun and delicious �avors which we know seltzer drinkers are going to love.”

The brand even debuted a Super Bowl commercial by welcoming fans to the “Land of Loud Flavors,” a magical universe that
brings the bold and unexpected taste of Bud Light Seltzer and its most recent and loudest innovation, Bud Light Seltzer Hard
Soda, to life ― all with the help of the king of celebrity chef Guy Fieri.

Dollar Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year

Twisted $678,133,342 31.9 20,049,720 28.2

Smirno� $474,119,288 3 12,407,119 0.4

Mike's Harder $420,164,820 6.5 11,391,062 2.3

Mike's Hard $314,903,596 -1.1 8,121,680 -4

Seagrams Escapes $205,391,850 4.8 7,473,106 2.4

Tot al sales* $3,187,490,553 5.5 88,579,988 1.5

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, mass merchandisers, gas and convenience stores, military
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021.

Top �avored malt beverages (Brand family)

Standout performance
The diversity of the FMB market, including the ever popular hard seltzers, has helped it become the standout performer of the
U.S. beer market.

“The FMB market continues to be the growth engine for beer overall growing around 10% in 2021,” Sudano says.

Sudano notes that hard seltzers have driven the beer segment, but that FMBs still can hold their own. “Hard seltzer represents
around two-thirds of the total FMB market and has been the growth engine over the past three years,” he says. “However, FMBs
independent of hard seltzer continue to grow and grew in the mid-single digits in 2021.”

Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI) tracks FMBs and beer centric seltzers as separate sales markets. For beer
centric seltzers, the market research �rm registered sales of $4.5 billion, a 16.8% increase, for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26,
2021, in total U.S. multi-outlets. In comparison, FMB dollar sales were approximately $3.1 billion, a 5.5% increase, during that
same time period.

In terms of hard seltzers, analysts suggest the market has even more potential. San Francisco-based Grand View Research Inc.
predicts that the global hard seltzer market will reach $49.4 billion by 2028, expanding at a compound annual growth rate of
31.4% from 2021 to 2028.

“Hard seltzers are gaining popularity as low-calorie and low-sugar alternative alcoholic drinks to traditional alcoholic beverages
among the health-conscious demographics across the world,” a December 2021 press release from the market research �rm
states. “Hard seltzer �avors such as citrus and other fruity �avors are gaining rapid traction among consumers. The rising
adoption of new �avors among consumers is likely to provide opportunities to the players operating in this market.”

With more growth predicted for hard seltzers, this portion of the ready-to-drink alcohol market looks poised to continue its
success. BI
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Taking on the competition
Lighter options, mashups drive innovation in hard cider

By Jessica Jacobsen

(Image courtesy of Austin Eastciders)

The Olympic Games Beijing 2022 concluded Feb. 20 as men and women across the world competed against the
best talent in these winter sports. In the U.S. beer market, the competition remains just as �erce, as beyond beer
products has challenged traditional beer; however, niche markets like hard cider also have experienced the affects
from new age beyond beer entrants.
According to Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI), hard cider dollar sales amount to $489.6 million, a 2.4% decline for
the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021, in total U.S. multi-outlets. Volume sales were down even more with 6.1% contraction during
that timeframe.

Kaleigh Theriault, beverage alcohol thought leadership manager for Chicago-based NielsenIQ, notes that hard cider is down 8.1%
for the 52 weeks ending Jan. 29, but up 4.5% during the past two years.

When breaking down the hard cider sub-segments, all were down in the past year. But a comparison of the past two years show
that consumers have shifted their purchase patterns among these cider sub-segments.

Dollar Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year

Angry Orchard $202,405,678 -10.5 5,198,136 -12.9

Bold Rock $30,319,911 -4.1 797,883 -6.6

2 Towns $20,839,026 16.5 378,955 23.9

Ace $17,897,175 3 418,081 1.1

Schilling Cider $12,610,710 45.2 257,575 34.7

Tot al sales* $489,613,690 -2.4 11,203,070 -6.1

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, mass merchandisers, gas and convenience stores, military
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021.

Top hard ciders (Brand family)

2 Towns Ciderhouse expanded its interstellar imperial series with Tropical Cosmic Crisp and Blueberry Cosmic Crisp. (Image courtesy of 2 Towns Ciderhouse)

“Cider subcategories across the board are seeing declines in the latest 52 weeks, but seasonal (up 31%) and standard (up 17%)
ciders have managed to capture growth over the last two years, while semi sweet (down 61%) and dry (down 12.2%) ciders saw
double-digit declines,” Theriault elaborates.

Although hard cider is down in the short term, it has experienced overall positive growth rates over the past decade.

“The hard cider market experienced explosive growth over the last decade, but has been curbed by volatile supply and demand
more recently,” explains Grace Wood, industry analyst for Los Angeles-based IBISWorld. “Consumer preferences for hard cider
have trended toward smaller, craft cider brands, which have been unable to meet demand in recent years. Additionally, rising
competition from [ready-to-drink] (RTD) cocktails, [�avored malt beverages] (FMBs) and craft beer have sti�ed growth. However,
the industry is expected to return to growth after supply and demand conditions normalize in 2022 and beyond.”

“BevAlc Insights’ 2021 Hard Cider Category Forecast,” a report compiled by Drizly, also highlights the recent shift in the segment.
The report states that hard cider represents 4.3% share of Drizly’s beer category; however, it was at a 6.4% share on the platform
in 2018.

“A few years back, hard cider was among the hottest new beer subcategories among alternatives to traditional beers,” stated Liz
Paquette, Drizly’s head of consumer insights, in the report. “But in recent years, options for consumers have grown in the space,
taking share from hard cider.”

The report identi�es the stronger connections that consumers associate with “better for you” with alternatives like hard seltzers,
hard iced tea, hard lemonade and hard kombucha as playing a factor in hard cider’s decline.

Brian Sudano, managing partner with New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), notes that consumer education is
needed to explain what hard cider is. The segment also is experiencing a dearth of opportunities to generate trial. Securing
distribution agreements also have hampered the segment.

“With RTDs satisfying need for variety, it is more di�cult to get broad distribution,” Sudano says.

Innovating for consumer wants
Whether its non-alcohol or beverage alcohol, health and wellness is reaching broader parts of the beverage market. As hard cider
looks to reclaim its market share, experts note this could be vital for the beer segment’s future.

“Similar to the beer and FMB segments, we’re going to see more innovation in health and wellness-focused offerings as
consumers opt for better-for-you options, with 29% of consumers actively seeking ‘healthier’ options when browsing for products
according to NielsenIQ’s Health Shopper Survey,” NielsenIQ’s Theriault says. “In recent years, we have seen an emerging play
among ‘hard cider-seltzers’ and lower calorie ‘light’ hard ciders. From a �avor perspective, we will likely continue to see popular
seltzer �avors make their way into many hard ciders in a play to capture the curiosity of the ready-to-drink consumer.”

“In recent years, we have seen an emerging play among ‘hard cider-seltzers’ and lower calorie,
‘light’ hard ciders. From a �avor perspective, we will likely continue to see popular seltzer
�avors make their way into many hard ciders in a play to capture the curiosity of the ready-to-
drink consumer.”

— Kaleigh Theriault, beverage alcohol thought leadership manager for NielsenIQ

Late last year, Austin Eastciders launched its Light Cider variety pack. With an ABV of 4.2% and 100 calories in each serving,
Austin Eastciders Light Cider is available in four varieties: Texas Brut, Mango Mimosa, Cucumber Agave and Strawberry
Lemonade.

“Even before the huge rise in hard seltzer, all of the new dollars to the alcohol space were driven by low-calorie options including
ultra-light beers. As the growth in seltzer calms down, adventurous consumers are seeking out unique and better tasting low
calorie alcohol options,” said Dave Rule, senior vice president of marketing at Austin Eastciders, in a statement at the time of the
release. “We’re excited for people to discover the elevated �avor experience of our new Austin Eastciders Light Cider lineup.”

Drizly’s BevAlc Insights report also notes the potential for hard cider formulators, particularly regional brands, to amalgamate
with other beverage alcohol categories in order to attract consumers.

“Hard cider has bene�ted from consumer demand for local and craft beverages, however, with regional and local brands
reporting strong sales,” the report states. “Craft cider brands are also injecting innovation into the hard cider space, with a slew of
cider-wine mashups, hopped ciders and grafs (a beer-cider hybrid) coming onto the market.”

Cider-makers also are looking toward bolder �avors or high-ABV content when crafting new entrants. For example, 2 Towns
Ciderhouse, Corvallis, Ore., added two new varieties to its interstellar imperial series: Tropical Cosmic Crisp and Blueberry
Cosmic Crisp. With an 8% ABV, the new hard ciders join Original Cosmic Crisp to round out the lineup.

“We are thrilled to launch these new varieties of the Cosmic Explorer Series,” said Dave Takush, head cider maker at 2 Towns
Ciderhouse, in a statement. “The spectacular �avor of the Cosmic Crisp apple really supports the tangy and tropical vibes of the
passionfruit and hibiscus. I also love how the character of the NW Blueberries really shine through in the Blueberry Cosmic. Both
of these new Cosmic ciders are out of this world.”

The Cosmic Crisp apple is the work of 20 years of study and research by Washington State University, resulting in a bred hybrid
of Enterprise and Honeycrisp apples. “Undoubtedly, the partnership with 2 Towns Ciderhouse and Cosmic Crisp will live long and
prosper,” said Kathryn Grandy, chief marketing o�cer at Cosmic Crisp, in a statement. “We are delighted to build upon this natural
alliance and excited to be collaborating on such incredible �avor innovations with 2 Towns.”

Whichever path cider-makers decide to go down, it looks as though hard cider will continue to be competitive in the U.S. beer
market. BI
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Non-alcohol beer goes mainstream
Moderation, health and wellness fuel consumer interest in alcohol-free beer

By Jessica Jacobsen

(Image courtesy of Dog�sh Head Craft Brewery)

Once considered a novelty in the U.S. beer market, alcohol-free beer is experiencing mainstream attention. With
consumer media outlets like NPR reporting on the improved taste pro�les of non-alcohol beer or Food & Wine
Magazine ranking its Top 10 best non-alcohol beers, consumers have more information to direct them to this
emerging beer segment.

This attention is producing measurable results as the non-alcohol beer segment saw dollar sales increase 24% for the 52 weeks
ending Dec. 26, 2021, in total U.S. multi-outlets, according to Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI). Even with this
growth, though, the segment’s total sales were $236.5 million. By comparison the next closest beer segment, in terms of dollar
sales, was hard cider, which recorded $489.6 million during the same timeframe.

Although the non-alcohol beer market remains niche, its growth illustrates the potential the segment has seized in recent years.
In a January press release, IWSR Drinks Market Analysis reported that the global beverage alcohol market saw a 6% increase in
the volume of the no- and low-alcohol categories (beer, cider, wine, spirits and ready-to-drink) in 10 key global focus markets in
2021. Beer/cider commands the lion’s share of this volume representing 75% of the market. The market research �rm projects
that alcohol-free beer will continue to drive growth and forecasts an 11% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for the forecast
period of 2021-2025.

ResearchAndMarkets.com also is prognosticating growth for the global alcohol-free beer market in its “Non-Alcoholic Beer Global
Market Report 2021: COVID-19 Growth and Change” report. It forecasts the market to reach $23.27 billion in 2025 at a CAGR of
8.7%. The market continues its upward trajectory as evidenced by the $15.09 billion it posted in 2020 to $16.65 billion in 2021 at
a double-digit CAGR of 10.3%.

Dollar Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Chang es vs. Prior Year

Heineken $66,721,926 21.4 1,685,927 21.5

O'Douls $38,917,221 -11.9 1,373,695 -13.2

Bud $32,080,666 340.5 1,274,380 337.8

Busch $31,370,417 -3.4 1,462,303 -4.7

Athletic $10,940,112 384.5 259,447 387.6

Tot al sales* $236,467,302 24 7,967,045 19.4

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, mass merchandisers, gas and convenience stores, military
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021.

Top non-alcohol beer (Brand family)

Last fall, Stella Artois launched
Liberté, a new 0.0% non-alcohol beer
option, in select markets. (Image
courtesy of Anheuser-Busch)

Driving forces
As the non-alcohol beer market continues to grow, market research analysts attribute this
performance to consumers’ focus on health and wellness.
 
“Shoppers no longer take their health for granted and have shifted their habits and lifestyles to
align with their pandemic-related values, with 61% of Americans saying physical and mental
wellness will become more of a priority over the next 12 months, according to NielsenIQ’s
recent 2022 Consumer Outlook report,” says Kaleigh Theriault, beverage alcohol thought
leadership manager for Chicago-based NielsenIQ. “We see consumers interested in healthier
(better, not best) options, wanting nutrition but also convenience and indulgences, with 29% of
consumers actively seeking healthier options when browsing.”
 
Grace Wood, industry analyst for Los Angeles-based IBISWorld, echoes similar sentiments.
“Rising health-consciousness among consumers of all ages has fueled demand for non-
alcoholic beer,” she says. “Additionally, technological advancements have improved the �avor of
non-alcoholic beer, further bene�ting the market since many consumers of the beverage are
alcohol drinkers, and are looking for non-alcoholic alternatives with comparable �avor pro�les.”
 
ResearchAndMarkets.com also highlights health and wellness as well as consumers’
willingness to pay a premium for these products.
 
“Non-alcoholic beer manufacturers are introducing innovative products into the market owing to
a signi�cant rise in awareness of health-consciousness among consumers,” the market
research �rm states in a release. “Consumers are more concerned about their health and are
accepting paying more for food that is speci�cally good for health.”

IWSR’s data also highlights that many no- and low-alcohol consumers are turning to the segment for moderation versus fully
abstaining from alcohol.

“According to the new IWSR research, 43% of adults across the focus markets who have purchased no- and low-alcohol
beverages say they are substituting those products in place of full-strength alcohol for certain occasions, rather than abstaining
from alcohol overall,” it states. “The majority of no/low drinkers also enjoy standard strength alcohol too ― only 17% of people
report they are drinking no/low to avoid alcohol completely. The country with the largest proportion of alcohol abstainers is the
U.S., with 23% of no/low drinkers avoiding alcohol completely.”

Brian Sudano, managing partner with New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), adds that having a “greater
number of recognizable brands, Heineken 0.0, Budweiser, etc., and greater variety of styles such as IPAs from Athletic Brewing
Co. and a trend to remain sober when out with friends” also is fueling the non-alcohol beer market.

Supporting this notion, Stella Artois, a brand of St. Louis-based Anheuser-Busch, introduced Stella Artois Liberté, a new 0.0% non-
alcohol beer option, in select markets in late 2021.

“We’re very excited to be able to offer fans our classic Stella Artois lager as a non-alcoholic version of the brew. It’s the perfect
addition to round out our Stella portfolio. With this new innovation, we want to provide people the liberty to enjoy more of life’s
special moments with those that matter most,” said Peter Van Overstraeten, vice president of premium and super premium USA
at Anheuser-Busch, in a statement at the time of the release. “Liberté will give you the con�dence to say yes to happy hour and
make new memories over an ice-cold beer.”

Dog�sh Head Craft Brewery, Milton, Del., also entered the non-alcohol beer market in 2021 when it released Lemon Quest, which
is brewed with real lemon puree, blueberry juice, acai berries, monk fruit, sea salt and special Hopsteiner Polyphenol-Rich Hop
Pellets. The release also coincided with “Mother Nature, Let’s Do This!,” an initiative developed in partnership with The Nature
Conservancy (TNC), that challenges beer and nature lovers alike to get outside and enjoy the splendor of the great outdoors.

“Because of its wholesome, all-natural ingredients and its connection to TNC, we’ve lovingly nicknamed Lemon Quest, ‘the brew
that gives back,’” said Dog�sh Head Founder and Brewer Sam Calagione in a statement at the time of the release. “As a proud
supporter of TNC, Dog�sh Head will showcase the organization’s logo on every package of Lemon Quest and will contribute
more than $50,000 to TNC to celebrate our new product launch and the awesome collaborative work we’ve been doing to bring
our ‘Mother Nature, Let’s Do This!’ program to life.”

“Rising health-consciousness among consumers of all ages has fueled demand for non-alcoholic
beer. Additionally, technological advancements have improved the �avor of non-alcoholic beer,
further bene�ting the market since many consumers of the beverage are alcohol drinkers, and
are looking for non-alcoholic alternatives with comparable �avor pro�les.”

— Grace Wood, industry analyst for IBISWorld

Challenges ahead
Although alcohol-free beer’s future looks bullish, some remain cautious about its long-term performance.

“Non-alcoholic beer continues to operate off of a small base of less than 1% of total beer,” BMC’s Sudano explains. “Despite
expanding distribution, overall growth has been strong but not explosive. With the high level of innovation in the non-alcoholic
market and consumers overall moderate receptiveness to strong branded entries into the non-alcoholic beer space, there will
likely be pressure on volumes within the next few years. As a result, I don’t believe this level of growth is sustainable over time.”

Additionally, Sudano notes that competition from other alcohol-free categories, broader consumer acceptance of beer without
alcohol and distribution challenges could stall the segment’s growth potential.
Given the novelty of alcohol-free beverage alcohol market, only time will tell where this will lead, but the opportunities are there,
experts note.

“Growth in the non-alcohol space signals an opportunity for manufacturers, yet successfully launching in this space presents a
unique challenge. Manufacturers are tasked with a tall order ― they're shaping use cases for their non-alcohol beverages and
creating a special liquid,” NielsenIQ’s Theriault explains. “Nailing the messaging, package design, and liquid are critical, as they all
touch on important parts of the purchase journey.” BI
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TANGERINE QUEEN HAZY LIKE AN OX, LIME OF THE PARTY GOSE

BLAKE’S HARD CIDER PALOMAPARADISE PARK IPA

SHINER TEX HEX IPA BRUJA’S BREWDESCHUTES BLACK BUTTE NON-ALCOHOLIC
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Cover Story

The Ranch Water Variety Pack contains three 12-ounce cans of four
varietals: Original Ranch Water, Spicy Ranch Water, Rio Red Grapefruit Ranch
Water and Prickly Pear Ranch Water, which is only available in the 12-pack.
(Image courtesy of Lone River Beverage)

Rugged cowboys riding horses in wide open spaces. A �re crackling alongside a Lone River that symbolically
snakes through the high desert of Far West Texas. Assisted by “Follow It West,” a national TV advertising
campaign featuring “Yellowstone” actor and Grammy-winning musician Ryan Bingham, the Texas-born and bred
Lone River Beverage Co. and its lineup of agave-style hard ranch seltzers perfectly captures the pioneering spirit
and tenacity of the American West.

For Lone River Beverage Co. Founder and CEO Katie Beal Brown, who was born and raised in Midland, Texas, the startup
company she launched in spring of 2020 is rooted in a deeply personal way of life. The beverage company not only honors her
family who have been riding the range as Texas ranchers for nearly 100 years, but also embraces the working class ideals of the
Lone Star State.

“My grandparents own a working ranch in Far West Texas and we’ve been drinking a cocktail called ‘ranch water’ out there for as
long as I can remember. It has even been deemed the ‘uno�cial drink of West Texas’ — traditionally made with a mix of soda
water, tequila and fresh lime juice,” the fourth-generation West Texan explains.

“… What I quickly learned after launching in April 2020, was that our brand resonates with people well beyond our small place on
the map,” she continues. “I think because it represents a set of values that transcend our part of the country — one that is
emblematic of the pioneering spirit that built the American West.”

Lone River Beverage Co. Founder and CEO Katie Beal Brown is building
connection with consumers through her agave-style hard ranch seltzers,
noting that agave seltzers currently represent 96% of total hard seltzer
growth as per Nielsen. (Image courtesy of Lone River Beverage Co.)

Noting that it’s no easy feat to launch an alcohol beverage company, let alone during a pandemic, Beal Brown says the biggest
challenges are centered on the company’s ability to learn how to quickly scale the business and keep up with demand during a
global pandemic.

“So, as I’m sure you can imagine, in our �rst year we experienced disruptions across nearly every part of our supply chain,” she
says. “Fortunately our lean team was very agile and resourceful, never taking no for an answer to get our product to market.”

Beal Brown also credits an incredible group of family, friends and investors for “taking a bet on us,” helping to fund the �rst
production runs before many of them had even tasted the product itself.

“This approach worked very well for us but also came with a different kind of pressure in that it was never an option for me to let
these people down,” the 35-year-old CEO says. “We originally started distributing in our home market, Texas, and Tennessee
where we felt there would be a strong product-market �t. This allowed us to start small and gather valuable insights from our
most likely consumers. We knew we were onto something in these markets, when we surpassed our yearly projections in the
�rst three months.”

“Yellowstone” actor and Grammy-winning musician Ryan Bingham is the face
of Lone River’s national ad campaign. The multi-talented Bingham stars in
the commercial, while also supplying the musical score. (Image courtesy of
Lone River Beverage Co.)

Founded with a trifecta of authentic taste, quality ingredients and a heavy dose of adventure while meeting the demand for low
alcohol and low calorie ready-to-drink (RTD) cocktails, the company’s �rst product — Lone River Original Ranch Water Hard
Seltzer — features simple, quality ingredients like agave nectar and lime juice with 80 calories and 4% ABV in a full-�avored, RTD
12-ounce canned cocktail.

Leaning into ranch water was a given for Lone River’s malt beverages because the cocktail originated in Far West Texas.

Folklore also served as inspiration for the new product innovation.

“While the true origins of ranch water can’t be traced, legend has it that a wild-haired rancher from Far West Texas �rst
concocted it in the 1960s. The spirit of the drink had him following miles of Texas stars until he was found asleep under a piñon
tree,” she explains. “We created Lone River Beverage Co. as a platform to package this drink to give people a taste of Far West
Texas and build a brand that tells the story behind it. Having spent most of my career in advertising, I was fortunate enough to
have the tools and resources to do just that.”

Authentic origins from the heart of Texas
 With a Bachelor’s degree in markets and culture from Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Beal Brown and her husband, Tyler, a

Houston native and seventh-generation Texan, moved to New York City in 2013 where he pursued an opportunity in private
equity real estate, and she continued to grow her career in advertising. In Brown’s case, however, it eventually became crystal
clear that you can take the woman out of Texas, but you can’t take Texas out of the woman.

“I think growth in the hard seltzer category has been driven by what I call a ‘sea of sameness,’
commoditized products versus brands.  We saw an opportunity to go beyond just focusing on the
product attributes the category hangs their hat on (low calorie, new �avors) and build a western
lifestyle brand that connects with consumers on a deeper level through a universal value set.
This is the type of connection that breeds loyalty and long-term, sustainable growth.”

— Katie Beal Brown, Founder and CEO of Lone River Beverage Co.

While in New York, the seeds of creating her own company with down-home roots began to percolate. In 2019, Beal Brown left
her job, returned back to her hometown and established strategic goals to not only create a company but to differentiate her RTD
brand from what she calls “a sea of sameness.”

“I think growth in the hard seltzer category has been driven by what I call a ‘sea of sameness,’ commoditized products versus
brands,” she explains. “We saw an opportunity to go beyond just focusing on the product attributes the category hangs their hat
on (low calorie, new �avors) and build a western lifestyle brand that connects with consumers on a deeper level through a
universal value set. This is the type of connection that breeds loyalty and long-term, sustainable growth.”

A year after launching her alcohol company, Beal Brown was recognized in Inc.’s 2021 Female Founders 100 list for “building a
brand that sells.” In April 2021, her so-called “little brand” also caught the eye of London-based multinational beverage alcohol
company Diageo, whom she calls “a world-class partner who believes in our vision to bring the spirit of Far West Texas to as
many as we can.”

From ad executive to beverage founder, Beal Brown’s story, which details how Lone River went from startup to acquisition to
national distribution in under 18 months, also has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Adweek, Forbes and Fox Business.   

In addition to the Original Ranch Water, Lone River now has four full-�avored hard seltzers in its portfolio that are all 4% ABV and
80 calories:

Spicy Ranch Water, a made-with-a-kick spicy seltzer featuring agave nectar, lime juice and jalapeño �avor.

Rio Red Grapefruit Ranch Water, made with agave nectar, lime and a Texas-sized squeeze of Rio red grapefruit juice.

Prickly Pear Ranch Water, which is inspired by the Prickly Pear cactus fruit found in the high desert of Far West Texas.

For now, one of the brand’s most requested �avors, Prickly Pear Ranch Water, can only be purchased in 12-ounce cans in a 12-
pack variety pack for a suggested retail price of $17.99 at major retailers throughout the U.S., Beal Brown says.

0:00 / 1:00

(Commercial courtesy of Lone River Beverage Co.)

Not only is Beal Brown grateful for the diverse communities across the United States who have embraced Lone River, she credits
the distribution muscle of Diageo with the brand’s expanded distribution.

“In less than a year, we’ve expanded from four to 49 states across the U.S. Through our expansion, we’ve seen a ranch water
category form around us that we are leading as the No. 1 ranch water in the U.S.,” she says, citing New York-based Nielsen.

“And we are just getting started. We see so much potential in the overall growth of the category, with agave seltzer currently
representing 96% of total hard seltzer growth,” she notes, citing Nielsen. “You can see this impact as Lone River has started to
become a more signi�cant player in the hard seltzer category, now as the No. 8 hard seltzer brand in the U.S.”

While the majority of the company’s nearly $21 million in sales for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021, originated from traditional
off-premise retail channels with year-over-year growth of nearly 452% as per data from Information Resources Inc. (IRI),
eCommerce also is bringing the “no-frills taste of West Texas” to more consumers at home, Beal Brown says. In fact, the brand
ranked as the No. 1 craft hard seltzer sold on delivery platform Drizly, she adds. In Texas, Lone River namesake products have
reached a 3.8% share, outpacing all other ranch water and agave seltzers in the state, according to Nielsen data.

A quintessential Texas portrayal
Lone River Beverage Co. also has famously boosted its presence through the aforementioned “Follow It West” TV spot, which
launched in August 2021 to support the brand’s national rollout. It stars “Yellowstone’s” Ryan Bingham, who hails from Texas and
plays Walker, a former prisoner and ranch hand on the Yellowstone Dutton ranch. Not only does the multi-talented Bingham star
in the commercial, the singer-songwriter handles the musical score, which includes strumming the steel-string acoustic guitar
and playing the mournful harmonica.

In a deep, gravelly voice, Bingham’s catchy voiceover states: “So follow the Lone River where the agave heart does beat, follow
the Lone River if you can stand the heat. For you can hear the whisper, there’s a freedom that you seek. The same goes if you’re
thirsty and want a cold drink. Lone River Ranch Hard Seltzer — Follow It West.”

Beal Brown enthuses that Bingham felt like such a natural, organic partner to help Lone River Beverage Co. tell its story on a
grander scale. “His music has been the soundtrack that has inspired so much of our journey, and we immediately connected
through our shared roots in Far West Texas,” she explains. “It was really important to me that everything we brought to life in our
new campaign ‘Follow it West’ feels authentic to our way of life and there was no faking it with Ryan. He is the real deal when it
comes to cowboy’ing, during the shoot he was out there roping and riding with the best of them on our ranch.”

In addition to TV spots and sporting a natural tie-in to the “Yellowstone” cowboy drama, Lone River Beverage Co. made a large
investment to advertise during Paramount Network’s No. 1 blockbuster hit “Yellowstone” Season 4, which boasted more than 15
million viewers for the Season 4 �nale on Jan. 2.

Besides the TV commercial running during “Yellowstone,” “Follow It West” is supported by a robust media spend and is fully
integrated across digital, social, audio, out-of-home and point-of-sale, the company says. It also had a sizable presence at the
Wrangler National Finals Rodeo in Las Vegas last December, where Bingham was introduced to many of the company’s original
supporters.

“Our relationship with him has felt so natural and organic. Because of that we wanted to look for as many ways as possible to tie
our stories together,” Beal Brown explains. “For example, you’ll notice on our TV spots the voiceover and music are both from
him. We also had a great time attending the National Finals Rodeo with him last year in Las Vegas, where he was able to meet
so many of our original supporters.”

Disrupting and evolving
 Lone River’s easy-drinking twist to Texas’ classic cocktail continues to disrupt the beverage industry and as RTD alcohol

beverages proliferate, Beal Brown and her team see great potential for the brand. She points out that the agave-inspired seltzer
category in particular currently represents 96% of total hard seltzer growth as per Nielsen data.

“I think the category is still very much in its infancy and I’m excited about the growth potential in the coming years,” she says.

In the beyond beer market, Beal Brown says she’s “beyond excited” to grow its product portfolio beyond Ranch Water with a new
classic cocktail scheduled to arrive at retailers this spring: Lone River Ranch Rita.

Described as a fuller �avor, higher 6% ABV Margarita-style beverage made with high-quality ingredients, Lone River Ranch Rita is
formulated to give consumers the real taste of a Margarita while taking audience engagement to the next level.

“Our ambition is to grow the agave-style malt category as a whole both through our core and with innovation,” Beal Brown
explains. “The Margarita is one of America’s most beloved cocktails. So it was a natural space for us to explore and one we can
authentically own given that the cocktail was also originally invented in Far West Texas, which not everyone knows.

“… With such a beloved cocktail, we wanted to get as close to what people love about the real thing as possible,” she continues.
“What I love most though is that there is a story here for consumers to connect with, we know we won’t win on �avor or product
attributes alone. It hits shelves nationwide in a few short weeks and I can’t wait to hear what consumers think.”

While a background in branding/advertising has certainly helped Beal Brown launch a successful beverage company, she is
thankful for the encouragement and support of many women and men who embraced her mission. She hopes to serve as an
inspiration for others the way her fans on social media have provided inspiration and insight on new product development.

“Having a direct line to our consumers through social media has been so valuable,” she says. “I use this consistently as a tool to
help shape the future of our brand and product.”

She advises people thinking about entering the beverage business to take the time to think about the brand’s value proposition to
the consumer and how it differentiates the category.

“Crafting this narrative is the most important thing that you’ll do. It makes you think about why you’re doing this and if it will be
worth it because it is not an easy road. But if the narrative is simple and powerful it will keep you and those around you moving
forward,” Beal Brown says. “We still have a lot of opportunity in the emerging agave-style space. But we were built as a
challenger brand and it wouldn’t be true to form if we didn’t continue to challenge new spaces and categories. More to come.” BI
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9600 S. 58th St., Franklin, WI 53132
Company website: kronesusa.com

Krones’ Lifecycle Service (LCS) aftermarket offerings are unmatched in the industry, providing comprehensive support, services,
and training to our customers including full engineering and manufacturing support right here in the U.S. Virtual support options
include everything from ordering spare parts and accessing training online via Krones.shop, to augmented reality (AR) options for
immediate support.

 

SUSTAINABILITY FOR THE FUTURE
With technical innovations from eco-e�cient packaging to recycling technology and wastewater reuse, Krones is fully committed
to strengthening a sustainable circular-�ow economy. Last fall, Krones announced its new global climate strategy, which included
a comprehensive set of measures aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions across the Krones Group worldwide, with a goal
of reducing emissions from its operations by 80 percent by 2030.

 

From superior quality brewing to precise packaging technology,
Krones provides the highest quality solutions available for craft
brewers ― so that every intended customer experience by the
brewer is realized and enjoyed by the consumer.

As the market leader in the brewing industry, Krones offers
stand-alone equipment and complete solutions for all our
customers’ technical needs ― large and small. From brewing
systems of all sizes (Sprinkman, Steinecker™), to precise can
and bottle �lling technology (Modul�ll, Craftmate, Kosme), to
the cost-effective labeling and packaging technology, to fully
automated batching and mixing solutions, we supply the beer
industry with everything needed for their supply chain.

READ MORE

https://www.kronesusa.com/
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Tapping into the �avors of Mexico
By Jessica Jacobsen

SouthNorte moves into RTD cocktail market
(Image courtesy of SouthNorte Beer Co.)

¡Celebremos! For Huntington Beach, Calif.-based SouthNorte Beer Co. there’s many reasons to celebrate as the
craft brewer is taking its love and passion for the �avors of Mexico to another level.

“SouthNorte was born out of the explosion of Mexican product popularity in the U.S.,” says Alexa Gallegos, marketing manager
for SouthNorte. “In 2016, there was a demand for crafted beers that were inspired by the �avors of Mexico and we sought out to
ful�ll this need. We wanted to enter the category with a highly sessionable, crisp beer that is full of �avor, all while following
popular brewing styles from Mexico.”

To help SouthNorte stand out in the crowded craft beer market, Gallegos explains that the craft brewer has stayed true to its
essence and approach by developing its portfolio with a different perspective.

“We’ve tapped into the �avors of Mexico, taking familiar �avors consumers have come to learn and love, and modernizing them
to cater to today’s society,” she says.

The company’s import-style lagers are designed “to authentically deliver premium crafted experiences to consumers so they can
satisfy their ‘thirst’ for discovery, one sip at a time,” Gallegos adds.

Currently distributed in Southern California and in Arizona, SouthNorte’s beer portfolio features Sea Señor!, a classic Mexican
lager that is its top SKU; Sea Chelada, a michelada; Sea-Reina, a dark lager; Agavemente, an agave lager; ¡Ay! Chelita, an IPA,
and No Guey!, a Mango IPA.

Sea Señor!, a classic Mexican lager is
SouthNorte’s top SKU. (Image
courtesy of SouthNorte Beer Co.)

The company is looking to expand its distribution footprint throughout California as well as
nationally in next 18 to 24 months, Gallegos notes. However, growing in reach for craft beers is
not the only big news for SouthNorte. The company also is looking to take its �avors of Mexico
inspiration to another beverage alcohol market.
 
“Consumers are looking for something other than a seltzer, leaning toward ultra-premium
[ready-to-drink (RTD) cocktails that contain real, quality ingredients,” Gallegos explains. “Right
now, the ready-to-drink category is growing exponentially. Understanding the landscape and
consumer desires, we saw an opportunity to be able to evolve, authentically crafting tequila-
based cocktails inspired by the �avors of Mexico.”
 
Noting that the pandemic altered consumers drinking habits as well as the beverage alcohol
industry, SouthNorte felt that the move into RTD cocktails was a natural evolution, Gallegos
says.

“Consumers are actively seeking premium canned cocktails, a distinct crafted experience and tequila-based beverages, all three
of which resonate with our brand essence,” Gallegos explains. “Our three cocktails, made with real tequila and fresh fruit juice,
are a perfect complement to our existing, well-rounded beer portfolio.”

As part of its canned cocktail rollout, the brand debuted Mexican Mule, Paloma and Matador, which are “inspired by the �avors of
Mexico and provide an authentic drinking experience that delivers �avor pro�les consumers desire,” Gallegos explains.

Harnessing the company’s creativity as a distinct and innovative beverage alcohol company, SouthNorte wanted to brand out of
the traditional cocktail realm.

“Wanting to go beyond your traditional Margarita, we sought out to �nd unique cocktail
varieties that were authentic to our brand essence ― crafting beverages inspired by the �avors
of Mexico.”

— Alexa Gallegos, marketing manager for SouthNorte

“Wanting to go beyond your traditional Margarita, we sought out to �nd unique cocktail varieties that were authentic to our brand
essence ― crafting beverages inspired by the �avors of Mexico,” Gallegos says. “Each of our tequila-based cocktails touches
upon a different �avor pro�le: sour (Paloma), spicy
(Mexican Mule) and sweet (Matador). The three varieties are designed to deliver a premium experience with familiar �avors
consumers love at a competitive price point.”

These new canned cocktails will mimic the company’s beer distribution footprint with availability in Southern California and
Arizona ― as well as its state and national expansion plans in the next 18 to 24 months.

With the �avors of Mexico continuing to gain traction, SouthNorte looks to ful�ll that need state through its craft beers and
canned cocktails.

“SouthNorte will continue to innovate, seeking out opportunities to craft new products and build its portfolio,” Gallegos says. “With
the recent success of our seasonal beer, Pan a Flores, we look to brew more specialty items to accompany our award-winning
lager, Sea Señor!. Additionally, we plan on expanding our presence in the RTD category ― adding more innovative canned
cocktails to our current portfolio.” BI
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By Barbara Harfmann | Managing Editor

Since the pandemic, I’m now a full-time remote managing editor/writer and will remain so. Working remotely has
garnered signi�cant bene�ts in terms of money saved on transportation costs (gas, tolls, car insurance), as well as
time saved. I’m also spending considerably less by not eating lunch out, not to mention stops at Dunkin’ for my
daily coffee or tea �x.

As with everything, the cost of coffee and tea differs around the globe and your total savings largely will depend on how many
drinks you regularly consume. Based on an average cost of $3.89 a drink, or about $20-$25 a week, I’m saving about
$1,000-$1,300 a year on my morning caffeine �x alone.

Thanks to one of my favorite Christmas gifts, a Ninja coffee maker, there’s added versatility because it offers separate coffee
and tea �lters. This enables me to brew my favorite beverages at home with a touch of the button in �ve ways: classic, rich, over
ice, cold brew and specialty.

Although the debate rages about which beverage is best — tea or coffee — both markets are thriving.

The tea market is growing because there’s so many different varietals to sip and savor — green, black, oolong, fruit/herbal and
more. A “Tea Market by Type” report from Allied Market Research reports that the global tea industry generated $55.14 billion in
2019, and is expected to reach $68.95 billion by 2027, growing at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.6% from 2020 to
2027.

Saving money working remotely
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(Image courtesy of Del Monte Foods)

The ready-to-drink (RTD) coffee market also is piping hot. Driven by demand for functional coffee, the market is forecasted to top
$18 billion by 2026, a 14.2% CAGR from 2020, according to Mintel.

But foodservice sales of coffee and tea also are propping up the categories. Starbucks drive-thru’s and foodservice coffee sales
are bustling. For the fourth quarter, the Seattle-based company’s consolidated net revenues are up 31% to a record $8.1 billion, it
said in an Oct. 28, 2021, statement. The Starbucks Rewards loyalty program also is going gangbusters, with 24.8 million
consumers (a 28% increase) enrolled in the program on the Starbucks app.

Ahead of the Year of the Tiger and the Chinese New Year on Feb. 1, my family and I ventured to Chinatown for some small bites
of dim sum along with some iced passion fruit Bubble Tea. Made with tea and sweetened with milk, the drink also contains balls
or “pearls” of chewy tapioca.

Luckily, a trip to Chinatown is no longer required to enjoy Bubble Tea since Joyba In Bubble Tea, a brand of Del Monte Foods,
released its beverages to such retailers as Costco, Albertsons, Circle K, Safeway and Target.

Joyba Bubble Tea contains popping boba and is available in four �avors: Strawberry Lemonade Green Tea, Raspberry Dragon
Fruit Black Tea, Mango Passionfruit Green Tea and Cherry Hibiscus Tea.

“We created Joyba Bubble Tea to offer a new, unique and fun experience that also tastes delicious,” said Mario DiFalco, vice
president of marketing, for the Snacks Business Unit, at Del Monte Foods, in a statement. “Joyba Bubble Tea can be enjoyed
between classes, after work or school, or as an experiential pick-me-up treat. We’ve created a burst of refreshingly fruity, popping
boba which creates unexpected textures — we hope it brings joy to those who drink it.” BI

Built To

PERFORM
Ice Shaker and Oxygen Esports announced that the family-operated business of
the �ve Gronkowski brothers, Ice Shaker, is the o�cial Performance Bottle and

Shaker Partner of Oxygen Esports, the Boston Uprising and the newly announced
Boston Call of Duty League franchise. Chris Gronkowski, Ice Shaker founder and
CEO, notes that all �ve brothers, all pro athletes from the NFL and MLB, needed a

bottle that performed well, kept products cold and looked good in-game, during
practice and off the stage, it said. Forged from kitchen grade stainless steel that
will not absorb odor, the bottle features a patented twist-in agitator that breaks
up powders but is silent when the bottle is shaken. Ice Shaker also was featured

on TV’s “Shark Tank,” with all �ve sharks interested in the game-changing
product. Ultimately, Mark Cuban and Alex Rodriguez invested in the startup

company. In a statement, Chris Gronkowski said: “Gamers need a bottle that will
keep their drinks cold all day, won't spill, won't sweat and can mix their favorite

energy drinks. Ice Shaker is the perfect gaming bottle, and we are excited to see
OXG stay hydrated with a bottle that was built for the best.”

On a mission to bring back regular hangout habits and prioritize
time with friends, Blackheart Spiced Rum enlisted Jenny
McCarthy as Friendship Coach extraordinaire in an outrageous
parody campaign to help people “Make Time for Friends.” The
actress, comedian, host and best-selling author will train
people who are struggling to pick cheers over chores and show
them how to break out of the “adulting” routine, in order to
reconnect and recharge with Blackheart Premium Spiced Rum.

In early spring, the national media program will debut new
social and digital ads featuring Coach Jenny running a series of
drills on how to get back in a friendship routine together with
Blackheart Rum. Using her honesty, humor and humility, Coach
Jenny gets real with her trainees in the 10- and 30-second
spots featuring tips ranging from the perfect garnish to
prioritizing happy hour over laundry. Additionally, Blackheart
Premium Spiced Rum will launch a sweepstakes to coincide
with the new campaign, with details releasing later this year.
Weekly prizes also will be given away on Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter throughout the campaign.

Toast to what matters:
FRIENDS AND DOING WHAT WE LOVE

A Clydesdale's Journey | Budweiser Super Bowl 2022A Clydesdale's Journey | Budweiser Super Bowl 2022

After a year off to support COVID-19 vaccine education and awareness, Budweiser of�cially came back to Super Bowl LVI with a
heart-warming spot featuring its fan favorite Clydesdales and dogs. Directed by Academy Award-winner Chloe Zhao, “A
Clydesdale’s Journey” follows a Clydesdale �ghting through setbacks and overcoming challenges, mirroring the
character of the country, it says. “As America’s beer, we wanted to come back to the Super Bowl with a message of strength and
resilience,” said Daniel Blake, group vice president of marketing for Budweiser and Value at Anheuser-Busch, in a statement.
“Budweiser has a history of supporting the country through dif�cult times and reminding communities across America that better
days are ahead. With this Super Bowl spot, our goal was to highlight the perseverance and determination of the country and
depict that by coming together, we can grow and move forward stronger than before.”

THE KING OF BEER IS BACK!

Barcardi Ltd., Hamilton, Bermuda, released its 2022 Trends Report, which looks at the
interesting factors de�ning what, where, why and how people will be drinking cocktails in
2022. Pulling data from top industry leaders, global data and global network of brand
ambassadors, Bacardi’s report features the top trends that will impact the spirits business
this year, including the increasing demand for premium prepared cocktails, natural
ingredients, low-ABV options, sustainability, and more.

Some takeaways from the 2022 Trends Report include:

Did You Know ...

Sober curious is on the rise.
People are exploring new �exible approaches to sobriety while favoring unique cocktails and spirits when they decide to
drink. There’s a rise in sober-curious consumers, happy to switch between sober nights and drinking occasions, with 58%

globally drinking more non-alcoholic and low-ABV cocktails (NoLo) than a year ago. Additionally, there’s been a shift toward
natural selections, with one-third of people in the United States and half in the U.K. seeing natural ingredients as a factor in

their cocktail choices, a trend that’s beginning to sway the way consumers imbibe in emerging markets.

Make way for the Mojito.
Although 2021 was all about the espresso martini, research from the trends report points to the mojito as being the cocktail

most requested in bars this year. Rounding out the Top 5 drinks for 2022 are the Margarita, gin and tonic, piña colada and
vodka soda.

Luxury libations.
With 50% of bartenders globally reporting that their customers are drinking more premium drinks, this represents an evolution
in bar-goers’ behavior since the start of the pandemic. Bartenders and consumers alike are exhibiting excitement for tequila,
bourbon and cognac, where category premiumization, exclusivity and the hand-crafted nature of the spirit are driving intrigue
and desire. Demand for tequila is driven by the shift in how it’s perceived — from a party spirit to sophisticated sipping serve.

The spirit’s mixability has made it a base for popular cocktails, such as the Margarita, old fashioned, Negroni and paloma.

Digital drinking.
Cocktail enthusiasts continue to harness technology to master domestic mixology from the comfort of their homes while

having spirits delivered directly to their doors. Much of the current growth in eCommerce is being driven by the United States,
with more than 65% of consumers in the country using an online service to purchase alcohol.

Seeking sustainability.
The coming year will see consumers demand innovative, ethical, long-term solutions that deliver real social change.

Sustainability remains a primary concern of consumers across the globe. But while recyclability and zero-waste cocktails
formed the thrust of sustainable action this year, 2022 will see more initiatives shaped by a focus on how spirits are made,

with more people willing to pay more for ethically sourced regenerative refreshments.
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Q&A with
Marty Pesis at Cameo

By Jessica Jacobsen

With the growing in�uence of digital marketing, brand owners are at no loss of options when deciding how to
spend their digital marketing budget. A September 2021 insights from New York-based Nielsen titled “Making
personal connections: How brands are leveraging social in�uencers,” notes that although in�uencer marketing did
not stem from the pandemic, the social circumstances during its existence “have fostered a stronger need for
interpersonal connection among consumers, and social media has delivered.”

Citing research from Nielsen Scarborough, the Insights notes that nearly one-in-�ve Americans (19.3%) agree or somewhat
agree that they might be in�uenced by a celebrity endorsement when it comes to a product purchase.

The market research �rm highlights the importance of being considered a trusted source for consumers through the path to
purchase.

“Nielsen Scarborough data shows that 83% of Americans say that they stick with brands they like, but just 22.6% like to connect
with brands on social media networking sites,” the Insights concludes. “In�uencer marketing can help brands begin to bridge that
60% gap — and start to measure the results.”

One opportunity for brand owners in today’s advanced digital marketing world is the platform Cameo, a video-sharing service in
which people hire celebrities to create personalized videos. Recently, Beverage Industry (BI) connected with Marty Pesis, vice
president of growth at Chicago-based Cameo, where he highlighted the future of social/digital solutions for consumer packaged
goods (CPG) marketing efforts.

BI: How are social platforms being utilized in marketing e�orts for consumer brands?
MP: Social platforms are sitting on an incredible amount of user data that gets passed through to digital advertisers,

allowing brands to target their audiences in a hyper-focused way. Over the last few years, we’ve seen the platforms make
huge strides in their AI-driven optimization features, helping brands start with a broad audience, and over time,

automatically hone in on the top performing groups.

BI
MP: Now tha
differentiate
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Channel Strategies

A mixed bag for limited-assortment retailers
By Lauren Sabetta

Variety, convenience spur growth for dollar, drug outlets
(Image courtesy of Dollar General Corp.)

Regarded as one of the greatest golfers of all time, Tiger Woods, while assessing his performance at The Players
Championship, once said: “It was a mixed bag pretty much all week. A lot of really, really good stuff out there,
some mediocre and some bad.” In a similar manner, when assessing the dollar and drugstore channel, experts note
that the ongoing coronavirus pandemic carries mixed impact and sales for dollar and variety stores.

“Dollar stores continued to experience growth in 2021, however, at a slower rate than in 2020,” says Brigette Thomas, lead
analyst at IBISWorld, New York. “Since the industry offers comparatively lower prices on everyday goods, the industry typically
bene�ts from economic disruptions.

“In 2021, dollar and variety stores are expected to have a 2.1% increase in revenue as the economy begins to recover from the
COVID-19 pandemic. This growth is signi�cantly less than 2020 as consumers began to return to traditional retail stores,” she
continues.

From one perspective, because its operators market goods based on comparatively lower prices than convenience stores, the
industry typically bene�ts from a measurable increase in national unemployment, which increased 120.7% in 2020 alone,
Thomas says.

After conducting extensive research, including more than 7,000 customer interviews, Walgreen’s Nice! brand now includes new products and design elements
that make it easier for customers to approach healthy living, the company says. (Image courtesy of Walgreens)

“As unemployment rises, consumer spending levels decrease and consumers taper discretionary purchases in favor of personal
savings and debt obligations. However, since many industry operators have expanded product portfolios to include toiletries,
groceries and healthcare products, the industry will bene�t from an increasing proportion of price-sensitive consumers,” she
explains. “This increasing price sensitivity will, in effect, amplify the competitive advantage of value prices for discount retailers,
bolstering overall demand.”

Nonetheless, the disruptive effects of the pandemic on traditional retail experiences might offset more substantial expansion,
Thomas notes.  

“Additionally, although the large majority of industry operators were deemed essential businesses by federal mandates,
consumers may opt for the added variety of big-box retailers to reduce the amount of necessary shopping trips,” she says.

“[S]ince many industry operators have expanded product portfolios to include toiletries,
groceries and healthcare products, the industry will bene�t from an increasing proportion of
price-sensitive consumers. This increasing price sensitivity will, in effect, amplify the
competitive advantage of value prices for discount retailers, bolstering overall demand.”

— Brigette Thomas, lead analyst at IBISWorld

Furthermore, the eCommerce channel removes any need to visit a physical storefront, thus encroaching on industry demand.

The increasing popularity of eCommerce has pressured drugstore and dollar store operators, Thomas explains.

“Industry operators traditionally bene�t from being a convenient, quick and less expensive shopping experience for consumers.
Since online retailers are able to offer similar bene�ts, consumers are increasingly choosing to do their shopping virtually,” she
says. “This trend was accelerated by the coronavirus and the subsequent social distancing regulations, along with many
consumers not feeling comfortable visiting brick-and-mortar stores.”

Expanding consumer options
 Experts note that to compete with online and big-box retailers, major players within the channel have increased accessibility to

online shopping, making it easier for consumers to shop through eCommerce alternatives.

Dollar General announced plans to accelerate pOpshelf store openings and
open up 1,000 new stores by the 2025 �scal year end, including approximately
100 additional stores in �scal year 2022, the company says.  (Image courtesy
of Dollar General Corp.)

Digital technology, such as mobile apps, also can be used
advantageously to promote loyalty, as consumers can use their
apps to get coupons and other discounts, Thomas notes.

For example, with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Deer�eld, Ill.-based Walgreens launched myWalgreens, a
complete reinvention of its customer loyalty program to offer
customers new bene�ts, including same-day retail pickup. The
myWalgreens app also provides access to an at-home delivery
service through DoorDash and Postmates and a Prescription
Savings Club with up to 80% off cash retail prices, the company
says.

Goodlettsville, Tenn.-based Dollar General also partnered with
San Francisco-based DoorDash in November, offering on-
demand delivery of household essentials such as food, water,
snacks, toiletries and cleaning supplies. “Consumers can
browse and order products for same-day delivery (in under an
hour on average) through DoorDash’s marketplace app or
website with no time slot or minimum order size required,” the
company said in a statement.

Emily Taylor, Dollar General’s executive vice president and chief merchandising o�cer, added: “At Dollar General, we strive to
make shopping hassle-free and affordable, and our partnership with DoorDash reiterates DG’s commitment to provide
convenient and contactless options. We look forward to providing both existing and new customers with an even faster and more
convenient way to experience all that DG has to offer.”

Because industry operators, speci�cally dollar stores, typically locate in lower income areas with populations under 20,000
people, increasing urbanization trends do not generally bene�t these retailers, IBISWorld’s Thomas says. However, to further
compete with big-box stores like Target, these retailers have increasingly been adding more product offerings within their stores,
she notes.

“Additionally, major industry player, Dollar General, introduced a new store model and name to appeal to a larger consumer base,”
Thomas says. “This new store, pOpshelf, was designed to appeal to mid-income level consumers in suburban areas and carries
products closer to what consumers may �nd in a Target store.”

Drawing consumers in
 Given the rise in in�ation, the dollar channel is expected to show improvement in the �rst half of 2022. Meanwhile, “the drug

channel did well during the past year, in part because access to vaccinations drove foot tra�c,” says Joan Driggs, vice president
of content and thought leadership at Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago.

According to IRI Market Advantage, drugstore channel sales are up 2.7% for the 52 weeks ending Dec. 26, 2021, with beverage
sales up 8.4%.

Within the drugstore channel, beverages overall saw sales gains of 1.8%, however, unit sales were down 5.4%, indicating the
prices were higher ― people bought less and paid more, Driggs explains.

“Subcategories that enjoyed the largest sales gains include bottled water (up 12.3%), energy drinks, (up 16.7%), sports drinks (up
a whopping 43.4%), and non-fruit drinks, which include yogurt drinks and some non-dairy drinks,” she continues.

Additionally, IRI data shows ready-to-drink (RTD) coconut milk and almond milk up 25.2%, liquid drink enhancers up 14.8%, and
refrigerated coffee/tea up 15.9%.

“Products that lost dollar sales include coffee (-10.9%), drink mixes (-10.6%) and cocktail mixes (-13.8%), instant tea mixes
(-23.3%), powdered milk (-22.1) and shelf-stable juice concentrate (-50.5%),” Driggs adds.

For the dollar channel, Driggs notes that sales were up 3.2% for the same time period, with beverage sales up 6.8%.

“For many shoppers during the pandemic, the dollar channel was convenient to shop because it’s a quick trip,” she says. “But as
we gain mobility, shoppers are more likely to spread their purchases across more channels and especially for late 2021 and as
we start 2022, they are looking harder for bargains, so likely shopping multiple stores.” BI
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Powering the sustainable packaging movement
By Lauren Sabetta

Sustainable attributes drive adoption of aluminum cans
(Photo by Breakinpic from Pexels/courtesy of Canva)

When a recycled material is used to make a new product, natural resources and energy are conserved. In the
words of the coordinator for the �rst Earth Day (April 22, 1970) environmental advocate Denis Hayes said: “Listen
up, you couch potatoes; each recycled beer can saves enough electricity to run a television for three hours.” In the
same vein, manufacturing with recycled aluminum cans uses 95% less energy than creating the same amount of
aluminum with bauxite, experts note.

Moreover, there is the potential for essentially all of the aluminum in beverage cans to be recycled multiple times, generating
signi�cant environmental and economic bene�ts, note Scott Breen, vice president of sustainability, and Sherrie Rosenblatt, vice
president of marketing and communications, at the Can Manufacturers Institute (CMI), Washington D.C.

“It is no surprise that beer, energy, health and soft drink beverage companies are enjoying the many bene�ts of the aluminum
can, which has the highest recycling rate among all beverage packaging,” Breen and Rosenblatt say. “In CMI’s latest can
shipment reports, aluminum can production in the United States and Canada increased 3.5%.

“There are many sustainability advantages to packaging beverages in an aluminum can. Compared to plastic PET or glass
bottles, aluminum cans lead the way in the key measures of recycling rate, recycled content and value per ton,” they continue.
“An industry-leading 45% of aluminum cans are being recycled and an average 93% of recycled cans will end up as new cans,
typically in as little as 60 days. As a result, the U.S. beverage can on average is made up of 73% recycled aluminum. This
continuous circular journey happens over and over again because metal recycles forever.”

Kingston Alumishape’s patented aluminum bottle blow molding process
creates durable aluminum bottles that are easier to recycle, reuse and
transport than existing options, while also offering customization, the
company says. (Image courtesy of Kingston Alumishape Technology)

Whereas recycling aluminum beverage cans has a high
environmental impact, the industry has seen unprecedented
demand for the container by current and new beverage
companies, experts note.

“Aluminum packaging is right on trend as it can be recycled
time and time again without losing its quality,” says Kathy
Mercer, sales manager at Ontario, Canada-based Kingston
Alumishape Technology. “Aluminum packaging also falls into
the trends and demand of non-breakable beverage bottles.”

Further, aluminum cans are leading the way in attributes that
matter to consumers and beverage companies alike, CMI’s
Breen and Rosenblatt note.

“Recent trends indicate that more than 70% of new beverage
product introductions are in aluminum cans and long-standing
customers are moving away from plastic bottles and other
packaging substrates to cans due to environmental concerns,”
they explain.

Increasing sustainability 
 As sustainable actions become more prevalent in beverage-

makers’ day-to-day operations, experts highlight the
environmental bene�ts that aluminum cans provide.

In the United States, recycled content  — 75% — on average for
aluminum beverage cans translates into a lower environmental
footprint, as recycled aluminum reduces greenhouse gas
emissions by more than 80% compared with using primary
aluminum, according to Breen and Rosenblatt.

“Compared to plastic PET or glass bottles, aluminum cans lead the way in the key measures of
recycling rate, recycled content and value per ton. An industry-leading 45% of aluminum cans
are being recycled and an average 93% of recycled cans will end up as new cans, typically in as
little as 60 days.”

— Scott Breen, vice president of sustainability, and Sherrie Rosenblatt, vice president of marketing and communications, at the
Can Manufacturers Institute (CMI)

Additionally, increased recycled content would further reduce a can’s carbon footprint because each percentage point increase
translates into a 1.43 carbon dioxide equivalent decrease in the can’s global warming potential, they note. Moreover, if recycling
rates increase and more aluminum scrap is available as a result, that would enable an increase in the average recycled content.

“Even a slight improvement in the recycling rate of aluminum cans has substantial economic and environmental bene�ts,” Breen
and Rosenblatt explain. “Astoundingly, each percentage increase in the national aluminum beverage can recycling rate in 2020
would produce energy savings that could power more than 46,000 U.S. homes for a year, and generate $17 million in revenue for
the U.S. recycling system.

“Also consider that if the aluminum beverage can recycling rate had been 70% in 2020, instead of the current 45%, there would
have been around 25 billion more cans recycled. These 25 billion cans would have generated more than $400 million in revenue
for the U.S. recycling system and resulted in energy savings that could power more than 1 million U.S. homes for an entire year,”
they continue.

With new recycling rate targets, CMI is focused on reaching its targets centered on four pillars of action:

Catalyze the passage and implementation of well-designed deposit systems at the state and federal levels.

Increase and improve household and away-from-home recycling.

Ensure that more cans are properly sorted at recycling centers.

Increase consumer understanding on the importance of aluminum can recycling and the ability to collect and sell used
beverage cans for cash.

In 2020, Ardagh launched its new sustainability strategy to reinforce its commitment to the circular economy. (Image courtesy of Ardagh Metal Packaging)

According to a recent CMI survey, only 38% of U.S. consumers are aware that the aluminum in beverage cans can be in�nitely
recycled. Helping consumers understand that aluminum can support a circular economy could inspire people to recycle, it says.

Beverage companies also can help spread the message by including the Metal Recycles Forever and In�nitely Recyclable logo on
its cans because it makes consumers aware of aluminum cans’ sustainability advantages, it adds.

CMI’s Breen and Rosenblatt note that data from The Recycling Partnership, a national recycling nonpro�t, shows that as
household access to recycling increases, less aluminum beverage cans are lost to the trash.

“For example, households with drop-off recycling access send 17 pounds of aluminum cans on average per year to the trash
while households with curbside recycling access and robust education send only 8 pounds to the trash,” they explain. “Numerous
canned beverages are also consumed on the go. However, away-from-home recycling infrastructure is lacking in the United
States and with those that do exist, contamination from non-recyclables is a major challenge.”

One way that CMI intends to help improve away-from-home recycling is to set up a pilot partnership between a charity and a
venue that primarily or only uses aluminum beverage cans where used beverage cans are collected at the venue and then sold
to a metal scrap yard to generate revenue for the charity, Breen and Rosenblatt say.

“That is why CMI members Ardagh Metal Packaging and Crown Holdings funded a Can Capture Grant Program in partnership
with The Recycling Partnership to prompt additional can capture equipment at [material recovery facility] MRFs,” they explain.
“The equipment installed with the �ve can capture grants given in 2021 will lead to an additional 71 million aluminum cans
recycled every year, which results in more than $1.15 million in revenue for the U.S. recycling system and energy savings that
could power more than 28 million U.S. homes for one hour.”

Innovating for the long term
 Despite the traditional 12-ounce can still dominating the market, the aluminum can industry is constantly innovating to meet

consumer needs, experts note.

“We’ve seen [the industry] breaking norms with new shapes and sizes, and improving functionality with resealability, temperature
indicators and widgets to create that perfect, refreshing experience,” CMI’s Breen and Rosenblatt say.

For instance, Kingston Alumishape Technology offers aluminum bottles from 185-ml to 355-ml with crown and ROPP closures,
Mercer says.

“The bene�ts are fully recyclable, non-breakable and offers an impermeable barrier to light, while keeping freshness in,” Mercer
says. “We are seeing demands in all varieties of beverage products from water, wine, [ready-to-drink] (RTD) and cannabis
beverages.”

Beverage companies know that oxygen and light are a drink’s worst enemy, and the aluminum can creates a barrier from those
elements, Breen and Rosenblatt add.

“While the soda and beer industry have long adopted the aluminum can as one of their primary packages, the water, wine and
emerging beverage companies are adopting aluminum cans because of its superior attributes of sustainability, branding,
convenience, performance and taste,” Breen and Rosenblatt say. “Take canned wine, for example, which has seen 62% sales
growth, according to Nielsen. And recent data on new beverage product introduction, nearly 75% were introduced in aluminum
cans.”

Moreover, aluminum has the added economic advantage of being lightweight, making the beverage containers big money savers
when it comes to shipping and logistics, experts note.

“For aluminum bottles we expect to witness a surge in demand and growth in the next �ve to 10 years,” Mercer says. “We can’t
forget to mention the elegant beauty of a sleek aluminum bottle to differentiate a company’s product on retail shelves.” BI
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EXECUTIVE COMMENTARY

KEEPING BEER BRANDS FOREVER FRESH
According to Gallup’s 2021 poll on alcohol consumption, beer
remains the beverage of choice for 39% of Americans,
compared with 31% for wine and 27% for spirits. Despite a
rough couple of years for bars, restaurants, and breweries, the
U.S. beer industry shipped the equivalent of more than 2.8
billion cases of beer in 2020, about the same as 2019.

Of course, the outlook for beer is not all sunshine and rainbows.
Consumption of spirits has increased by more than one-third
during the past �ve years. Although the growth of hard seltzer
slowed in 2021, Research Market forecasts 14.4% annual
growth through 2026.

At the same time, the pro�le of the American alcohol consumer
is becoming more diverse and more female. In fact, did you
know there are more female drinkers under age 25 than men?

Needless to say, beer brands are under constant pressure to deliver a fresh, enjoyable experience. Beer drinkers have never had
higher expectations, whether they are sampling a niche brand seeking to stake its claim or reaching for an iconic brand with
decades of history and tradition.

CCL Container is proud to partner with emerging and established beer brands during this exciting journey. A long-time innovator
in the world of aluminum container development and manufacturing, we help beer brands create differentiation and distinction
with custom aluminum bottles that stand out.

FRESH LOOK
 Before your beer gets into their hands, it must get their attention. Fortunately, you have far more design choices with aluminum

bottles than traditional containers.

CCL Container can customize your aluminum bottle using inline, multi-color lithography with up to nine colors, embossing and
debossing of graphics and logos, halftone, and duotone reproduction capabilities, and brushed, high-gloss, matte, and textured
�nishes.

Whether you’re looking for a classic look or modern, dramatic curves that extend the length of the bottle, our BodyShapes
shaping technology can turn your container into a work of art.

FRESH FEEL
 Beer needs to feel right in your hand, your head, and your heart, whether you are sitting at a bar, restaurant table, sporting event

or house party. The unique feel and contours of a lightweight aluminum bottle designed by CCL Container have a built-in cool
factor.

There is a reason many people who grab a cold one never put it down, even after it is empty. The name on the aluminum beer
bottle says a lot about the drinker. The key is to make sure the aluminum bottle delivers the right message about the beer inside.

FRESH TASTE
 Savvy beer drinkers know the right container can make the drinking experience more enjoyable. Given how much time and

money you have invested in your product, why use a container that makes people feel like they must rush things?

CCL Container manufactures aluminum bottles with outstanding chill retention and resealable caps, which allow customers to
kick back, relax, and take their time without sacri�cing freshness or quality.

Make no mistake, the race is on to claim and retain market share among beer drinkers. The bad news is that the marketplace
has never been more crowded. The good news is that there are plenty of opportunities for growth, especially for brands that
recognize the container on the outside is just as important as the liquid goodness on the inside.

With many beer brands releasing new products multiple times a month, balancing brand consistency and uniqueness is critical.
CCL Container looks forward to helping both startup and iconic brands walk that �ne line with aluminum beer bottles that capture
the essence of the brand and connect with the customer.

https://www.cclcontainer.com/beveragebottles
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Case packers and wrappers give operations a boost
By Lauren Sabetta

Packing equipment offers quick product changeovers, maximizes e�ciencies
(Image courtesy of Krones Inc.)

Time is a precious resource ― once it’s spent, it’s gone for good. As Jim Rohn, American entrepreneur, author and
motivational speaker, once said: “Time is more valuable than money. You can get more money, but you cannot get
more time.” Whereas case packing and wrapping equipment allows warehouses to get products out at a fast rate,
it can save companies time and money as this equipment speeds up the entire process of packing up cases.

Along with rising costs, labor quality and availability is a “huge” concern for companies, says Richard Gardner, North America
sales division manager at Polypack Inc., Pinellas Park, Fla. “Not knowing what the available labor market might be tomorrow
makes it easier to justify the purchase of automated packaging equipment now more than ever.”

Additionally, case packing and wrapping equipment offers beverage facilities quick product changeovers to maximize
e�ciencies, as well as versatility in packaging types as consumer demand evolves, Gardner notes.

“Pack type trends (whether it is for a club store, retail shelf-ready pack, or bulk distribution) are contributing to the need for
�exible case packing and wrapping equipment,” he explains. “Demands can be unpredictable, especially with the recent
pandemic.

Krones’ Variopac Pro series is available in a variety of quick change options including Line Xpress which can facilitate up to a 95% fully automatic changeover,
the company says. (Image courtesy of Krones Inc.)

“Polypack has automated machinery solutions for packing with tray, pad, wraparound case, and clear/printed shrink bundling. All-
in-one machines are available, along with our ability to bring new solutions to market,” he continues.

Another factor in�uencing packaging is that many new production lines being sold today need to be “contract packaging friendly,”
says Mark Forsberg, technical sales, packaging and palletizing at Krones Inc., Franklin, Wis.

“Krones offers incredible �exibility in package design and speeds,” he explains. “Our Variopac Pro series is available in a variety of
quick change options including Line Xpress, which can be up to a 95% fully automatic changeover. Upon redesign of our Variopac
series in 2009, we made ergonomics a key factor in the redesign. We also offer fully automatic, robotic blank and �lm roll
replacement.”

Recognizing the growing �exible equipment needs of today, Wexxar Bel, a division of Covington, Ky.-based ProMach, released a
new iteration of its popular selling BEL 505: the BEL 505 V2. The semi-automatic case former is designed with several new
improvements in operational e�ciency, including a 27% reduction in air consumption, which signi�cantly reduces the machine’s
operating costs, the company says. In addition to the reduction in air consumption, the BEL 505 V2 has a wider case-size range,
this improvement provides greater �exibility to the machine as more and more companies are utilizing smaller case sizes, it
adds. The new equipment also brings operators fast return on investment through better performance, improved usability and
longer machine life, it says.

“Pack type trends (whether it is for a club store, retail shelf-ready pack, or bulk distribution) are
contributing to the need for �exible case packing and wrapping equipment. Demands can be
unpredictable, especially with the recent pandemic.”

— Richard Gardner, North America sales division manager at Polypack Inc.

Sustainable bene�ts
As the world is conscious of environmental impact, it is now more important than ever for companies to deliver packaging that
meets consumer expectations and follows the changing environmental regulations for sustainability, experts note.

Source reduction signi�cantly bene�ts the environment and Polypack builds machines that reduce packaging material, leading to
less packaging mass entering land�lls, Gardner says.

Meanwhile, Krones offers complete recycling systems for washing and decontamination of PET and polyole�ns (PO) to
sustainably recycle plastic bottles and other packaging, Forsberg notes.

“From a material-saving packaging design through to low-energy container production and the recycling of used plastic materials,
we give plastics the chance to have a sustainable and environmentally friendly life ― not only once, but multiple times,” he says.

In 2021, Dortmund, Germany-based KHS announced that its sustainable packaging system, Nature Multipack is suitable for high-
performance range.

Krones offers LitePac, which is a �berboard top clip for cans and bottles that
replaces shrink �lms as well as Hicone plastic rings. The LitePac solution can
be a stand-alone replacement for the Hicone system or integrated into the
company’s Variopac Pro series. (Image courtesy of Krones Inc.)

“Sustainable, consumer friendly and gentle on resources,
Nature MultiPack from KHS combines beverage containers
with easy-to-remove dots of adhesive instead of shrink �lm to
form stable packs, thus saving up to 90% in packaging
materials,” the company said in a statement. “Originally
developed by KHS for packs of PET bottles, the Innopack
Nature MultiPack packaging machine was initially designed for
a capacity range of up to 45,000 bottles per hour plus 20%
overcapacity. It quickly became clear, however, that the
sustainable concept of holding beverage containers together
with dots of adhesive instead of shrink �lm to form a pack
that’s easy to transport and easy for consumers to ‘open’ was
also of interest to the canning segment.”

As machinery complexity grows, beverage companies are
demanding more from packaging equipment, experts note.

Krones’ Forsberg notes that as leading supplier of beverage production and packaging solutions, Krones offers brown �eld and
green �eld production engineering, fabrication, installation and commissioning.

Today, beverage-makers must understand all the packaging variables in the designated beverage market and �nd a machine
that will have adaptability, Gardner adds. “The most important thing we do at Polypack is listen to our customers and build
machines according to their needs.”

In the beverage market, those needs will continue to increase. BI
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Getting ‘sweet’ on plant-based sweeteners
By Barbara Harfmann

Stevia represents 6% of new product beverage launches in 2021
(Image courtesy of Adallen Nutrition)

It wasn’t even the Super Bowl, but the Jan. 23 AFC divisional round playoff game between the Kansas City Chiefs
and the Buffalo Bills at Arrowhead Stadium will go down as one of the greatest of all time. In the last two minutes
of regulation, quarterbacks Patrick Mahomes and John Allen combined for 25 points resulting in a 36-36 tie as
time ran out. In overtime, Kansas City won in thrilling fashion when Mahomes connected with tight end Travis
Kelce for a walk-off touchdown. In the sweeteners market, no- and low-calorie natural plant-based sweeteners
like stevia, erythritol and monk fruit are “winning big” in the beverage “game.”

Nate Yates, global platform lead for sugar reduction and specialty sweeteners at Westchester, Ill.-based Ingredion, says that
sugar reduction ranks as the top way to make processed foods and beverages healthier.

“Sugar content is what consumers now look for most often on front-of-pack,” Yates says. “This has created tremendous interest
and opportunity for beverage companies to formulate with ingredients like stevia, erythritol and allulose. Our customers partner
with us to use zero calorie ingredients to create taste experiences consistent with their full sugar counterparts.”

Carla Saunders, senior marketing manager for high-intensity sweeteners at Minneapolis-based Cargill, expresses similar
sentiments. “We continue to see the use rate of sweeteners like stevia and erythritol grow at double-digit rates, especially as
consumers pay more attention to their health and well-being,” she says.”

Recently launched at 28 Costco locations throughout Florida, South Carolina,
Tennessee and Georgia, the 7% ABV Reeds Zero Sugar Classic Mule are packed
with fresh ginger root, zero added sugar and sweetened with organic erythritol
and organic Reb A, the company says.

Likewise, Cranbury, N.J.-based Adallen Nutrition’s Malcolm
Greenberg, vice president of sales for NOAM, notes that usage
rates of the company’s monk fruit, stevia and monk
fruit/erythritol blends, both conventional and organic, have
skyrocketed.

“People are paying a great deal of attention to their overall
health and well-being. They are moving away in droves from
arti�cial sweeteners,” he says. “Americans have a sweet tooth
and this had led to an increase in obesity and other health
issues over the decades. In the efforts to alleviate these
issues, arti�cial sweeteners may decrease calories, yet there
have been animal studies that convincingly prove that arti�cial
sweeteners cause weight gain, brain tumors, bladder cancer
and many other health hazards.”

Beverage-makers are turning to monk fruit, stevia, and monk
fruit/erythritol blends in ready-to-drink (RTD) protein drinks,
carbonated soft drinks, energy drinks, �avored waters, water
enhancers, hard seltzers, coffee drinks, sports nutrition,
recovery drinks, nutritional supplements and more, experts
say.  

“In the U.S., stevia and monk fruit have been primary growth drivers for the beverage market, with year-over-year volume growth
of products containing these sweeteners at 12% and 26% respectively, per Nielsen,” says David Nichols, senior manager for
category strategy and planning at Tate & Lyle, Hoffman Estates, Ill.  

Tate & Lyle offers more than 15 branded sweetener ingredients in its portfolio across four main areas: high-potency sweeteners,
rare sugars, bulking sweeteners and �avors. The company’s sweetener portfolio provides innovative formulations with a lower
sugar content, which offers better nutrition at a low manufacturing cost, Nichols says.

“Our understanding of sweeteners built over several decades, and our broad portfolio have given Tate & Lyle unique expertise in
optimizing sweetness in beverages when reducing sugar and calories,” Nichols explains. “Our sweeteners help reduce sugar and
calories without compromising the taste and mouthfeel consumers know and want. Balancing our different sweeteners and
leveraging their synergies creates �ne-tuned dosages and lower cost in use.”

According to MarketsandMarkets, in 2020, the global natural sweeteners market was $2.8 billion. Yet, the pot for sweeteners is
becoming more satisfying as more applications across the food and beverage industry are driving growth of natural sweeteners,
it says. In fact, the market research �rm projects the market will grow to $3.8 billion by 2025, posting a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 6.1%.

ADVERTISEMENT

Reducing Sugar & Calories in BeveragesReducing Sugar & Calories in Beverages

(Video courtesy of Cargill)

The fact that consumers are familiar with the names of natural sweeteners on beverage labels also is boosting sales. Data from
Chicago-based ADM’s Outside Voice survey found that 69% of consumers say simple, recognizable ingredients in�uence their
purchasing decisions, and 66% say they are looking for labels with the shortest ingredients list.

“Sweeteners from plant-based sources that consumers recognize, such as stevia, are helping meet consumers’ clean-label
demands while also keeping reduced-sugar beverages tasting just right,” says Sarah Diedrich, ADM’s marketing director of global
sweetening and texturizing. “Plus, our research shows that stevia is among the top sweeteners consumers are interested in
trying in their foods and beverages, especially as it tends to be a known and trusted ingredient from a natural source.

“We’re seeing this re�ected in the marketplace, particularly with anticipated growth rates climbing for high-intensity sweeteners.
For instance, stevia has a CAGR of 0.9% for 2021-2026,” Diedrich continues. “Additionally, beverages are a key part of
sweeteners’ growth, and, in fact, over 40% of the category share using sweeteners in 2021 was beverages, bypassing all other
categories by a large margin.”

For the 52 weeks ending Oct. 9, 2021, New York-based Nielsen reported that stevia-sweetened beverages totaled $1.4 billion,
growing at a CAGR of 11.6% from 2017-2021. For comparison, total beverage category sales for the same period were up 7.1%.

Fermented sugarcane Reb M is the latest addition to the PureCircle by Ingredion stevia portfolio. The patented fermenting process converts sugarcane into a
zero-calorie sweetener with no bitter aftertaste, Carla Saunders says. (Image courtesy of Ingredion)

Citing Chicago-based Mintel’s GNPD database, stevia, monk fruit, allulose and erythritol have increased their adoption in U.S.
beverage new product launches, collectively accounting for 10% of new product launches in 2021 vs. 8% in 2020, Tate & Lyle’s
Nichols says.

“Stevia is the ingredient utilized most, representing 6% of all U.S. beverage new product launches in 2021,” he adds.  

Sugar reduction top of mind 
 When it comes to health and wellness, sugar reduction is foremost in the minds of consumers and the global pandemic has only

heightened that concern. Reducing sugar intake to reduce waistlines and maintain overall health is a top priority for many
consumers.

Clean-label trends also are driving growth. Thom King, CEO of Icon Foods, Portland, Ore., reports an increase of more than 50%
across all of its clean-label, non-nutritive sweeteners.

“One of the underlying pre-existing conditions related to COVID severity was and still is metabolic disease. This has not escaped
the eye of the consumer who knows sugar is the culprit and they avoid added sugars,” King says. “… The biggest emerging
category for stevia and monk fruit use would be probiotic, prebiotic and adaptogenic RTD beverages. These consumers demand
a clean label, and concerns over immune health have propelled the category.”

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration requires manufacturers to disclose
added sugar content on nutrition labels. (Image courtesy of the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration)

A May 2021 report from the International Food Information
Council report found that after No. 1 ranked honey, the low-
calorie sweeteners consumers were most likely to consume
were stevia, monk fruit sweeteners and sucralose.

Reducing sugar is the No. 1 dietary change that consumers
have made during the past year, according to HealthFocus
International, St. Petersburg, Fla. In its “Navigating the World of
Sweeteners” report, the research �rm explores the ways
shoppers are managing sugar intake globally, regionally and
across 22 countries.

“Findings show that when shoppers are attempting to cut back
on sugar — they want to reduce, rather than replace with
alternative sweeteners or other �avors,” it states.

The following are some of the report’s �ndings:

5 out of 10 are choosing foods/beverages that are
less sweet.

4 out of 10 are choosing unsweet foods/beverages.

2 out of 10 are consuming foods/beverages with
non-sugar sweeteners.

2 out of 10 are choosing foods/beverages that
substitute other �avors for sugar.

“Beverage formulators are like chefs. Similar ingredients, yet the usage levels change based on
what the end result is planned for. A soda manufacturer will use a different combination of
sweeteners than a protein beverage manufacturer will.”

— Malcolm Greenberg, vice president of sales for NOAM at Adallen Nutrition

American adults consume an average of 18-19 teaspoons (75-79 grams) of sugar a day, more than three times the
recommended amount. This translates into about 60 pounds of added sugar consumed each year, for each person, according to
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). Nutritionists suggest that Americans should get only 10% of their calories from sugar, or
13.3 teaspoons of sugar a day (based on 2,000 calories a day).

Meeting sugar-reduction targets
 Consumers demanding healthier, functional beverages with less processed sugar have led them to scrutinize labels like never

before. As of January 2021, the FDA began requiring food manufacturers to disclose added sugar content on nutrition labels. As
a result, many companies are looking for ways to trim added sugar, naturally.

“Consumers are demanding healthier beverages. This demand has led to substantial growth in no-added-sugar, clean label,
forti�ed beverages designed to be functional, enhance immunity and promote gut health,” Icon’s King says.

Ingredient suppliers are seeing “tremendous opportunity” for natural sweeteners within better-for-you beverages.

For an ideal sugar replacer, a one-to-one blend of monk fruit/erythritol is a diabetic safe, low-sugar and low-calorie option in beverages, snacks and dietary
supplements, Malcolm Greenberg says. (Image courtesy of Adallen Nutrition)

Ingredion’s Yates explains: “Emerging sweetening alternatives like stevia and allulose have expanded the sugar reduction toolkit
for beverage formulators. Allulose is a versatile ingredient in sugar reduction solutions, as it not only offers sugar-like sweetness,
but can serve as a functional build back tool in replicating the browning and mouthfeel of sugar.

“PureCircle by Ingredion has the broadest portfolio of stevia solutions for beverage companies, which includes our range of
�avorings with modifying properties (FMPs),” he continues. “These ingredients are labeled as natural �avors, but provide a range
of taste enhancements from improving sweetness quality, masking offnotes like proteins and amplifying �avor notes like vanilla
and cocoa.”

The company also offers PureCirce Reb M from stevia leaf extract, bioconversion and fermentation technologies, which provides
a tasty, cost-effective and more sustainable ingredient solution for its beverage customers and tailored to their speci�c need, he
notes.

Additionally, Cargill’s comprehensive stevia portfolio includes Truvia Reb A stevia leaf extracts; a ViaTech line, which leverages
the full power of the leaf and offers tailored solutions for speci�c applications; and its premier stevia sweetener EverSweet,
which, through fermentation, gives brands access to the sweetest components of the stevia leaf ― Reb M and Reb D — which
comprise less than 1% of the stevia leaf.

Through fermentation in partnership with DSM, Cargill is able to produce its �agship product with less water, less land and a
smaller carbon footprint, Saunders says.

The company’s newest entry, EverSweet + ClearFlo, takes sugar reduction to the next level by delivering enhanced �avor
modi�cation characteristics, faster dissolution, improved solubility and greater stability in formulations, she adds.

“EverSweet + ClearFlo stands apart from anything else in the marketplace as the sweetener system addresses solubility,
dissolution, improves taste and is label friendly,” she explains. “… Using EverSweet’s quick sweetness onset and high sweetness
potency as a foundation, EverSweet + ClearFlo goes a step further to create an even more sugar-like experience, especially at
higher concentrations.”

The new system also helps manage off �avors from other ingredients used in formulation such as earthy notes from proteins,
bitterness from caffeine or metallic tastes from potassium chloride, she adds.

The magic of monk fruit
 When it comes to natural sweeteners, the zero-calorie monk fruit, or lo han guo, is making its mark within food, beverage and

nutritional supplements, according to Adallen Nutrition’s Greenberg. Adallen Nutrition, the sales o�ce for Hunan Huacheng
Biotech, has seen a sales increase of more than 100% during the past two years, he says.

Greenberg explains that organic and conventional monk fruit extracts range from approximately 100-300 times sweeter than
sugar, while monk fruit juice concentrate liquid is 15 times sweeter than sugar and ideal for beverage formulations or food
formulations using a syrup or liquid.

For an ideal sugar replacer, Greenberg suggests using a one-to-one blend of monk fruit/erythritol. “The bulking aspect of sugar is
represented by the erythritol and the sweetness of sugar is highlighted by the monk fruit extract,” he explains. “It allows diabetic
safe, keto/Atkins/low carb friendly, low/zero sugar, and low/zero calorie options of your favorite sugary drinks, snacks, food and
dietary supplements.

“Beverage formulators are like chefs. Similar ingredients, yet the usage levels change based on what the end result is planned
for,” he continues. “A soda manufacturer will use a different combination of sweeteners than a protein beverage manufacturer
will. Stevia is most known for its offnotes, so we advise a tri-blend of our monk fruit/stevia/erythritol blend.”

Like Greenberg, Icon’s King suggests less is more when formulating with stevia and monk fruit.

“All high-intensity sweeteners should be used in moderation. Stevia and monk fruit should be used in concert with other low-
intensity sweeteners like allulose and erythritol for best results,” King says.

He points out that �nding the right balance of sweetness can be challenging, especially when reducing or replacing sugar
because each sweetening ingredient contributes its own nuances — some deliver in a quick burst, while others release
sweetness more slowly.

To prevent offnotes and a bitter licorice taste, monk fruit and stevia typically are used in combination or with a modi�er, King
says. Icon Foods offers new natural sweetness modulators: CitruSweet, made with citrus peel extract, and ThauSweet, made
with a compound found in the katemfe fruit, which can help with offnotes “not by masking but by extending the �avor
experience,” he says. The clean-label modi�ers also boost the capabilities of stevia and monk fruit to create a lingering sweet
effect with the desired taste, King adds.

With more sustainable agronomy and production technologies like bioconversion and fermentation, experts note that the ability
to scale sought after stevia ingredients like Reb M is helping to secure a “sweet future” for plant-based sweeteners. Likewise,
sugar replacement options that can help reduce obesity, heart disease and other chronic health issues will continue to thrive.

As positive consumer perception and purchase intent have risen, consumers want to reduce the amount of sugar they’re
consuming and to feel good about their beverage choices, Tate & Lyle’s Nichols says.  

“Globally, stevia, erythritol, monk fruit and allulose have all been growing signi�cantly, at a collective CAGR of 11% in beverages
over the last �ve years,” Nichols says. “… Fifty-three percent of respondents to Euromonitor’s 2020 ‘Voice of the Consumer:
Health and Nutrition Survey’ cited sugar reduction as their chosen method of weight loss. The further growth potential for these
sweeteners becomes even more signi�cant.” BI

Geneva, Switzerland-based Firmenich and
Finlays, part of the Swire Group, announced
they have joined forces in Europe to help
brands capitalize on growth in natural,
sustainably sourced tea and coffee
solutions. As a part of this new agreement,
Firmenich will focus on commercializing
two core parts of Finlays’ extracts business
in Europe: its Cold Brew Coffee and Tea
Extract portfolios. The Cold Brew Coffee
portfolio serves a rapidly growing segment
within the European region, and is crafted
using a proprietary process that delivers a
distinctly smooth, rich �avor experience, it
says. Finlays’ Tea Extract portfolio includes
The Wellbeing Collection, a range of
premium, all-natural tea extracts that are
rich in bioactive compounds associated
with various health bene�ts, it adds. Under
the new agreement, Firmenich is
responsible for the full sales process,
including commercial relationship and brief
management, supported by the Finlays
team. “The world of natural beverages is a
dynamic hotbed of innovation and offers
countless opportunities for sustainable
growth,” said Guy Chambers, Finlays group
managing director, in a statement. “Our new
partnership with Firmenich supports
Finlays’ mission of bringing the best from
bush to cup and will help us to deliver
distinctive and exciting solutions for
customers in Europe.”

In response to rising demand for premium
collagen ingredients, Rousselot Darling
Ingredients, Irving, Texas, is increasing its
production capabilities for premium porcine
collagen, which is taking a more prominent
role in the nutraceutical market. A newly
opened production line in Ghent, Belgium, is
specializing in the manufacture of Peptan,
the leading collagen peptide brand, the
company says. The new line complements
Rousselot’s existing bovine and �sh
collagen production capabilities and will
improve the manufacturers’ access to
premium collagen ingredients and speed to
market capabilities. Starting with two
collagen peptide production facilities in
2019, the company now has four sites in
Angoulême (France), Amparo and
Presidente Epitácio (Brazil), and now, the
dedicated premium porcine collagen in
Ghent. The Ghent site also houses the
company’s Global Expertise Center, where
science and innovation teams harness
research and development (R&D) and
application labs, a sensory program and a
pilot hall to drive the organization’s
innovation pipeline.
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Ingredient Spotlight

Coffee �exes its muscles
By Lauren Sabetta

Hybridization, functionality spur growth for coffee ingredients
(Photo by priyampatel4 from Pixalaby/Image courtesy of Canva)

Originated from Darwinian evolutionary theory, the phrase “survival of the �ttest” describes the mechanism of
natural selection. The biological concept of “�tness” is de�ned as reproductive success. In Darwinian terms, the
phrase is best understood as: “Survival of the form that will leave the most copies of itself in successive
generations.” Whereas coffee drinks are experiencing a surge in popularity, experts are attributing its “�tness” to
new exciting �avors and formulations.

According to Arnhem, Netherlands-based Innova Market Insights, global sales of coffee made up 64% of sales value for hot
drinks in 2020, and new product launches for coffee drinks had a 17.1% compound annual growth rate from 2015-2019.

“If there’s any ingredient that could evade obscurity in the abyss of our beverage multiverse — it’s coffee,” says Philip Caputo,
marketing and consumer insights manager at Virginia Dare, Brooklyn, N.Y.  “Effortlessly adapting to the changing need-states,
rituals and taste palates of an extensive fan base, coffee is suited-up for success.

“Innova Market Insights has even named ‘category collisions’ as trend drivers and coffee hybridization is a perfect example,” he
explains. “Functional ingredients are paving the way for beverage innovation while coffee is both adapting and making inroads
for functionals to follow.”

Four Sigmatic, the mushroom industry pioneer, launched a new line of coffee creamers: Think, Gut Health and Balance. The functional creamers deliver speci�c
bene�ts from mushrooms, the company says. (Image courtesy of Four Sigmatic)

As demand is rising for specialty coffees, ethnic and exotic �avors, and coffees that are organic or processed with innovative
methods, “hybridization is the weapon at play here,” Caputo says.

“At the speed of light roast comes wellness mashups like adaptogenic mushroom lattes and botanically infused cold-brew elixirs
for all-day nutri-boosts,” he continues.

Meanwhile, the rapid proliferation of coffee drinks also has spurred new product development in coffee creamers, according to
Virginia Dare’s “Flavors For The New Wave” white paper.

“Gone are the days when coffee creamer came only in plain and French vanilla” as creamers now are seen as a �avor delivery
system for all sorts of functional ingredients, it says. Coffee creamers can deliver taste, texture, and aromatics to coffee, making
them an ideal format for consumers looking for a particular sensory experience, it adds.

Recently, to complement its lineup of ground coffees made with mushroom adaptogens, Los Angeles-based Four Sigmatic
launched a new line of coffee creamers: Think, Gut Health and Balance. The functional creamers deliver speci�c bene�ts from
mushrooms, the company says. Each powdered variety is made with coconut milk, MCT oil, mushrooms, adaptogens, real
vanilla, real cacao, and zero arti�cial �avors or �llers.

“If there’s any ingredient that could evade obscurity in the abyss of our beverage multiverse —
it’s coffee. Effortlessly adapting to the changing need-states, rituals and taste palates of an
extensive fan base, coffee is suited-up for success.”

— Philip Caputo, marketing and consumer insights manager at Virginia Dare Extract Co.

Adding to its “better-for-you” plant-based and organic creamers, Broom�eld, Colo.-based Silk, recently expanded its creamer
portfolio to include Silk Enhanced Almond Creamers and Silk Sweet Oat Latte Creamer. The Silk Enhanced Almond Creamers are
available in two �avors: Vanilla Latte Almond Creamer and Salted Caramel Almond Creamer. The Silk Enhanced Almond
Creamers contains 4 grams of protein in each 4-tablespoon serving, the company says.

Emerging trends and hybridizations
As the pandemic caused consumers to re-evaluate their health and wellness goals, paving the way for functional coffee drinks;
“Thirty percent of coffee drinkers are interested in purchasing coffee with additional functional bene�ts,” according to Chicago-
based Mintel’s “U.S. Coffee and RTD Coffee Market Report 2021.”

“The increased interest in premium coffee experiences suggests coffee and creamer brands should be bold with their product
development,” it states. “It’s also time for brands to rethink coffee marketing, create marketing messages and develop [corporate
social responsibility] (CSR) programs that reinforce consumers’ own sense of identity.

“Coffee brands will need to adapt to shifting consumer preferences and unstable market conditions,” it continues. “Gen Z’s
preference for cold over hot coffee drinks will force coffee brands (particularly roasted coffee brands) to update their product
development and marketing strategies.”

BOLDER is the latest addition to Twelve5’s Rebel Hard Coffee lineup that
includes an 8% ABV in ready-to-drink (RTD) single-serve cans. (Image courtesy
of Twelve5 Beverage Co.)

As cold-brew coffee has expanded into mainstream multi-
outlets, the demand has led to a 339% sales growth in the last
�ve years, according to Wauconda, Ill.-based Synergy Taste’s
“100% Cold Brew Coffee Guide.” This trending interest is based
on cold brew’s “smoother, less acidic taste and naturally
sweeter, fruitier �avor,” the company says.

“Started in artisanal coffee shops, the cold-brew process soaks
coarse ground beans in cold to room temperature water to
make a traditional cold-brew coffee. The limiting factor with
this process is the space, capital investment in equipment, and
the time and energy required to soak large batches of beans to
make only small amounts of �nished cold-brew coffee,” it
continues. “However, Synergy Flavors’ unique process not only
meets the emerging standards of strict cold-brew coffee
purists, but also allows for large scale manufacturing.”

As there is no standard identity for cold-brew coffee,
formulators can increase its concentration by adding coffee
powder, experts note.

London-based IWSR Drinks Market Analysis notes that cold brew also is making an appearance in a number of hybrid beverages
that fall under the umbrella of hard cold brew.

“[M]any brands are tapping into the popularity of cold-brew coffee. Cold-brew coffee has seen U.S. sales and new product
developments surge,” it states. “And while the nascent hard cold-brew category is much smaller, many brands are throwing their
hat in the ring. Hard kombucha brand Kyla offers a Cold Brew Coffee variant, described as ‘a blend of roasty cold brew with
creamy, light sweet vanilla undertones’ — this product is one of many following the hard kombucha trend �agged by IWSR.”

Expanding its product portfolio, Neenah, Wis.-based Twelve5 Beverage Co. launched two new Twelve5’s Rebel Hard Coffee
innovations under its BOLDER platform. BOLDER is the latest addition to Twelve5’s Rebel Hard Coffee lineup that includes an 8%
ABV in ready-to-drink (RTD) single-serve cans. Adding to the Hard Coffee lineup, the Double Mocha BOLDER Hard Latte is rich
and smooth, while the Salted Caramel BOLDER Hard Latte is a blend of salty and sweet, the company says.

Taste, functionality continue to trend
 As there have been seismic changes since the outbreak of COVID-19, “not all of those changes are negative,” noted Mintel’s

Global Food and Drink Analyst Julia Büch, in a recent blog titled “3 Drink Trends To Watch-Out For In 2022.”

In fact, some trends have seen a stronger boost as a result of the pandemic and the recurrent social restrictions across Europe,
according to Büch.

Whereas consumers have placed more priority on health ― spurring the demand for products supporting the immune system,
equally in demand are special taste experiences, she explains.

“In Germany, over half of consumers say they are actively looking for new taste experiences, fueling the trend toward new
beverage hybrids,” she stated. “A notable highlight emerging from the bar scene is Espressotini, a cocktail mix of espresso and
vodka that is served in a martini glass. Another hyped drink is Proffee: consisting of coffee and protein shake, it’s particularly
popular among young ‘gym�uencers.’”

As for taste trends in the United States, Virginia Dare foresees “more wellness �avors in coffee — those inspired by functional
ingredients,” Caputo says. “Percolating from the dark roast side of the moon we have indulgent protein-stacked coffee
smoothies, coffee-kissed colas/root beers, and grown-up chocolate milks bubbling with coffee pro�les.

“For wellness �avor inspiration Virginia Dare has created taste collections such as Mood�uencing and Bodyboosting �avors,” he
continues. “For example, an energizing crimson mocha latte (cold-brew coffee, oat milk, adaptogenic mushrooms, hibiscus tea,
elderberry mocha �avor) or a restorative liquid gold latte (turmeric, oat milk, splash of cold brew, maple, and chai spice �avor).”

On the horizon, Virginia Dare expects more coffee-tea hybrids as consumers reach back in time toward holistic healing and
traditional medicines, Caputo says. Carbonation, nitrogen and velvety oat milk still fuels interest in unique texture and �avor
nuances, he adds.

“Classic and familiar �avors like mocha, vanilla and caramel are most in favor with consumers, so try a creative twist to lure both
traditional and progressive coffee drinkers,” he says. “Virginia Dare’s Elevated Classic �avor approach achieves just that;
honeycomb custard vanilla, spiced cardamom mocha, or caramel torched maple, for example.”

Sophisticated mashups are winners too, such as ice creams and sweet spices, melted mint chip mocha, caramel cone
macchiato, and cinnamon chai snickerdoodle, Caputo notes.

“Humans take credit but don’t be fooled; Java the Hutt is behind the controls ensuring its own galactic survival. From its aromatic
hypnosis that lures us toward a steaming beacon of hope, coffee will thrust even the most bitter-adverse beings to their knees
screaming, bean me up,” he concludes. BI
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Distribution
By Jeff Cioletti

Treading on-trend
Tire manufacturers will help shape the future of America’s infrastructure

(Image courtesy of Cooper Tire)

As the United States begins work on the most ambitious infrastructure initiatives in
decades, the tire industry is poised to play a vocal role in guiding some key policies
of its own within that realm. The U.S. Tire Manufacturers Association (USTMA) last
month sent a letter to Congressional leaders identifying six policy areas it hopes to
advance:

Investments for the research and integration of rubber modi�ed asphalt (RMA) to
advance infrastructure projects.

Research investments for tire derived aggregate (TDA) in storm water in�ltration
galleries.

Research investments for storm water runoff and roadway runoff mitigation efforts.

Incentives for the use and manufacturing of retreaded tires.

Incentives for the use of low rolling resistance tires for public and private use.

Federal �eet management policy that ensures 100% of tires in the federal �eet enter
circular and sustainable scrap tire markets.

“We have a once-in-a-generation opportunity to truly transform the country’s infrastructure by
focusing on our shared priorities. The tire industry is ready to lead, with innovative technologies
that not only improve the fuel ef�ciency of vehicles but also enhance the performance and
durability of our roadways.”

— Anne Forristall Luke, USTMA president and CEO

“We have a once-in-a-generation opportunity to truly transform the country’s infrastructure by focusing on our shared priorities,”
says Anne Forristall Luke, USTMA president and CEO. “The tire industry is ready to lead, with innovative technologies that not
only improve the fuel e�ciency of vehicles but also enhance the performance and durability of our roadways.”

With that in mind, here are some of the latest updates and innovations from top tire suppliers.

Cooper Tire
For Class 4 to 6 trucks and vans, Cooper Tire’s Work Series offers a couple of different options.

Its Work Series All Steel Drive (ASD) tire is an open shoulder steel-belted drive tire while its Work Series All Steel All Position
(ASA) tire is an all-position, steel-belted tire with a less aggressive tread pattern. Both are in a 19.5-inch size deal for equipment
within those vehicle classes, targeting �nal-mile delivery applications that necessitate smaller vehicles.

According to Gary Schroeder, executive director of Cooper’s Global Truck and Bus Tire business, the Work Series ASD and ASA
tires can withstand punishment from constant curbing. Cooper’s team has engineered the tires with an extra strip of rubber on
the side wall that helps ensure the side wall’s integrity.

“More and more vans and delivery trucks are on the road in �nal-mile deliveries, and those operations continue to grow
exponentially,” Schroeder says. “These customers are looking for highly engineered tires that can hold up for long miles to
removal, while providing excellent ride characteristics.”

Last summer the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. completed its acquisition of Cooper Tire.

Goodyear
Speaking of Goodyear, Cooper’s new parent company markets the Goodyear Endurance RSA regional and urban all-position tire,
which it says help �eets reduce their cost per mile and maximize productivity on the job.

The Endurance RSA features what Goodyear calls an innovative tread compound for enhanced fuel e�ciency and scrub
resistance. Its special tread block geometry provides optimal traction and quick braking while driving on wet or snow-covered
roads and its premium rigid casing construction facilitates consistent footprints and maximum retreadability. The tires are
available in 19.5-inch, 22.5-inch and 24.5-inch sizes.

Michelin
Michelin North America recently launched new pre-mold retreads to extend its portfolio of tire retread technologies. The Michelin
X Multi T-SA pre-mold retread is designed to address the scrub and stresses in spread-axle and tag-axle applications, as well as
provide better mileage performance in regional operations.

A new rubber compound enhances scrub resistance and wear rate, while the rounded, solid shoulder offers resistance to
aggression. The company says the X Multi T-SA provides maximum tread-to-shoulder adhesion in high-scrub applications and
can offer up to 25% more mileage than conventional tires.

In other Michelin news, the company announced last fall that its Michelin OnCall Emergency Roadside Service — which it
launched in 2009 — has surpassed 2 million roadside tire service events. BI
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Editors gathered at the PACCAR Innovation Center in Sunnyvale, Calif., in mid-January, where the �eet
manufacture hosted a Kenworth Zero Emissions Test Drive event. Among the innovations highlighted at the
event were the T680FCEV, the T680E, the K270E and the K370E, as well as charging and infrastructure
details.

A Class 8 vehicle, the T680E delivers a 150 mile range for pickup and delivery as well as last mile applications. With a top
speed of 65 mph, the Kenworth T680E features a 396 kWh battery pack and supports a 6-by-4 tractor or straight truck
models.

The Kenworth T680E battery electric vehicle recently made its debut at CES 2022 in Las Vegas. In a release leading up to
CES, Kevin Baney, Kenworth general manager and PACCAR vice president, stated: “Kenworth is leading the way in zero
emissions solutions. The Kenworth T680E builds upon Kenworth’s excellent heritage of providing �eets and truck operators
with outstanding and productive trucks driven by quality, innovation and technology. The new Kenworth T680E provides our
customers with a true, zero emissions solution that will help to achieve their own green program objectives.”

PACCAR hosts editors
at Kenworth Zero Emissions events

Truck manufacturer spotlights battery-electric, hydrogen fuel cell vehicles

Meanwhile, the company also showcased its medium-duty range of battery-electric vehicles with the K270E Class 6 and
K370E Class 7 trucks. Supporting local distribution, pickup and delivery as well as last mile applications, the high-density
battery pack offers a 100-200 mile range with zero emission and a one hour DC recharge. Each model delivers a top speed
of 65 mph.

Recognizing the need for infrastructure of battery charging to support these models, PACCAR features a selection of
chargers through its PACCAR Parts along with partnerships with EnTech Solutions and Schneider Electric. While the
chargers are designed to be compatible with Kenworth electric trucks, they also work with other commercial electric
vehicles, the company says. Additionally, �eet customers can purchase the chargers from Kenworth dealers and TRP store
locations worldwide, choosing from multiple DC fast chargers rated up to 920V DC, it states on its website.

The event also featured Kenworth’s T680FCEV powered by hydrogen fuel cell EV. With a 300 mile range, the T680FCEV
supports long-range applications and features a top speed of 70 mph. With a 15 minute refuel time, the vehicle is equipped
with a 12 kWh battery pack and 60kg hydrogen tank.

Following the presentation, editors were invited to participate in the ride and drive event. For the CDL vehicles, editors
without a CDL license were able to ride along with a Kenworth CDL-licensed driver to experience the vehicle’s capabilities.

Editors also were escorted on a tour of the 26,000-square-foot innovation center.

Opening in 2017, the PACCAR Innovation Center supports all PACCAR divisions. Equipped with �ve truck bays, the center
was designed with collaborative work spaces for the approximately 14 employees operating out of the o�ce.

PACCAR representatives also highlighted that although the regulation landscape at regional, state and federal levels are
playing a strong role in the adoption of electric vehicles, the company is hearing from customers that interest in reducing
emissions as well as total cost of ownership bene�ts have played a part in the proliferation of electric vehicle solutions.

For example, the fuel savings in relation to more stable rates of electric rates; a maintenance operation that features fewer
moving parts; and incentives in the way of grants available for the vehicles and infrastructure.

As part of the Kenworth EV grant initiative, the company tracks more than 75 federal, state, county and municipal grants
and incentive programs in the United States and Canada ― each with varying requirements, eligibility, funding awards and
timelines, it says. The effort provides support to private and public �eets across a wide range of industries, it adds.

In a December 2021 release, Jim Walenczak, Kenworth assistant general manager for sales and marketing, stated: “The
Kenworth Electri�cation team �lls the ‘voice for the customer’ role during these workshops and open commentary periods,
and paves the way for �eets and truck operators to obtain access to available funds. Kenworth already has helped its
customers secure $10 million in vehicle and EV supply equipment funding with an additional $1.5 million pending �nal
decisions by various agencies.”

Through all of these avenues, Kenworth continues to steer its operations in support of its Driving to Zero Emissions
initiative. BI
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Operations

Improving performance through process automation
By Barbara Harfmann

High-pressure processing enhances food safety, extends shelf life
(Image courtesy of Krones)

In the world of supply of demand, if the supply decreases and the demand increases, then prices will go up. For
example, during the height of this year’s winter snowstorms, the average cost of a snow thrower was around $650
for a 21-inch, single stage 56 V battery snow thrower kit, and about $2,000, respectively, for a 24-inch cordless
two stage self-propelled snow thrower kit with two 7.5Ah batteries or a 30-inch, 306 cc two stage gas snow
thrower with electric start.

Within beverage plants, experts suggest that demand for processing automation equipment and parts have heightened as
consumer demand for healthier functional beverages is at an all-time high. And with a dwindling labor pool, automation is
allowing plants to ensure high levels of productivity and pro�tability.

Arnold Bros, senior control systems engineer for Krones Process Group North America in Franklin, Wis., notes that some aspects
comprise a more e�cient beverage plant. He cites Condition Based Monitoring, which is using data analytics to analyze the
condition of equipment and help predict when maintenance should be performed.

“This reduces downtime and maintenance cost while increasing equipment lifespan and production capacity,” Bros explains. “Not
only does process automation tackle the rising number of SKUs by streamlining the recipe creation process to the end user, but
having an intuitive user-friendly batching system speeds up the onboarding process of new employees, due to rapid company
growth or other circumstances. Our Krones’ Botech F1 batching technology is an example of this.”

Among the bene�ts of high-pressure processing are food safety, clean label,
enhanced �avor, taste and nutrition, and shelf life extension, Hiperbaric’s
Roberto Peregrina says. (Image courtesy of Hiperbaric USA)

Krones’ Senior Control Systems Engineer Nathan Fernando
agrees, explaining that increased automation is fostering more
reliable and safe manufacturing processes. “Advanced
technology, especially sophisticated data collection and
reporting, is providing manufacturers with the ability to
maximize product yield, minimize downtime and mitigate
human error to a degree that was impossible in the past,” he
says.

Andres Abreu, business development manager for packaging
at Branson Welding and Assembly at Emerson Automation
Solutions, notes that today’s customers want a more
automated process and extensive data on each weld for
traceability as opposed to creating a strong weld that required
constant monitoring and mechanical apparatuses to improve
control. The programmable logic controller (PLC) fosters
communication, optimum process control and repeatability.

The rising number of SKUs and demand for more functional beverages is creating the need for new processing automation
equipment that is easy to program and monitor, delivers a higher level of quality, which, in the case of plastic welding, means
easy development of a perfect hermetic seal and minimal �ash or other weld imperfections, Abreu says.

“With regard to functional beverages, consider the case of a manufacturer producing a ‘mix-to-drink’ beverage in a single, easy-
to-use package,” Abreu explains. “To maintain the highest e�cacy without the need for refrigeration, the dry nutrients had to
remain separated from the liquid in the bottle.”

With consumers seeking healthier, clean-label beverages with more nutrients and less preservatives, the use of fresh, natural
ingredients has impacted the way beverages are processed. Innovations in screwcap technology also is changing how these
nutrients are dispersed.

The Brook�eld, Conn.-based company developed an automated system that uses Branson SW300 servo-driven spin welders to
retain the nutrients using a circular thermoplastic seal that is melted and fused to the bottle’s screw cap without impacting the
nutrients themselves, Abreu says.

“Advanced technology, especially sophisticated data collection and reporting, is providing
manufacturers with the ability to maximize product yield, minimize downtime and mitigate
human error to a degree that was impossible in the past.”

— Nathan Fernando, senior control systems engineer at Krones Process Group North America

“The consumer only has to puncture the seal, allow the nutrients to �ow into the liquid, mix and drink,” Abreu explains.
“Consumer demand for this kind of on-the-go product is skyrocketing, putting pressure on packagers to more fully automate
production. Using the Emerson-engineered system, the customer in this case was able to meet its objective of 20 cycles per
minute per welder.”

Better performance
 Although the attributes that processing automation can provide beverage formulators is driving the market, experts note that

size of this equipment can be a deciding factor for decision-makers.

Hygienic tubing, valves and compact components to build smaller processing machines are being sought by original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs). Reducing size increases component density, while expanding machine production capability. Even
though components are smaller, they have to be equal to or better in performance as compared with larger units, experts note.

When it came time to expand its brewing capacity, Avery Brewing Co., Boulder, Colo., utilized a IP69K-approved MPA-C valve
manifold from Islandia, N.Y.-based Festo, enabling the brewery to save �oor space and reduce costs because a control cabinet,
which is typically used to house pneumatic valves, wasn’t needed. Instead, the MPA-C was simply mounted on the left side of
the wall.

Festo Industry Segment Manager Steve Bain points out that OEMs save money when the manifolds are installed closer to the
application thereby reducing tubing lengths. Shorter tubing lengths reduce compressed air usage and improve cycle times, which
can be important in some applications, he notes.

A IP69K-approved MPA-C valve manifold from Festo mounted on the wall
enabled a brewery to save �oor space and reduce costs, the company says.
(Image courtesy of Avery Brewing Co.)

Another tip Bain suggests for beverage applications is using
angle-seat valves for non-hygienic applications because they
provide 10 times the life of a ball valve at a similar purchase
price.

In its research report “Food & Beverage Processing Equipment
Market by Type, Application [including Dairy, Alcoholic and Non-
Alcoholic Beverages],” MarketsandMarkets reports that the
global food and beverage processing equipment market was
estimated at $58.3 billion in 2021, and is projected to reach $76
billion by 2026 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
5.5%.

This projected growth is being driven by the accelerated
demand for dairy products and functional beverages, according
to the research �rm.

Automation equipment is becoming more �exible and that new adaptability is
allowing companies to run different beverages with faster changeover, Mark
Maglio says. (Image courtesy of JBTAvure)

“The rapidly growing bakery products, dairy products, and
beverages industries are also expected to accelerate the
demand for equipment for faster and more e�cient processing
to meet consumer demand,” the report said. “This growth can
be seen in emerging regions such as the Asia Paci�c, where,
due to progressive economic growth and improved income
levels, people are demanding more packaged food and ready
meals; this has led to the growth of the overall food and
beverage equipment market.”

Expanded growth, expanded opportunities
 With consumers’ growing preference toward healthy,

functional beverages, beverage manufacturers are adopting
new processing equipment designed to churn out more natural
and healthier beverages including those that have undergone
high-pressure processing (HPP), a non-thermal process that
applies high pressurized water to inactive foodborne bacteria,
says Roberto Peregrina, director at Miami-based Hiperbaric
USA.

Commercially available since the early 1990s, HPP’s bene�ts include food safety, clean label, enhanced �avor, taste and
nutrition, and shelf life extension. “HPP extends the shelf life of juice from three to �ve days to 60-120 days,” Peregrina says.

Approved by food safety authorities including the Food and Drug Administration, HPP preservation technology for fruits and
vegetable juices, energy drinks, teas and coffees meets the high standard requirements of consumers and manufacturers.
During the past 10 years, HPP technology has grown exponentially and machinery vendors are launching larger machines
reducing total cost of ownership. Currently, about 500 industrial HPP machines are in operation worldwide used by more than
300 companies in 50 countries, Peregrina says.

Founded in 2017 by Alexia Chassagne and Sophie Legros, Paris-based Juste Pressé utilizes Hiperbaric HPP in-bulk technology to
produce 100% fruit and vegetable juices. The company’s goal is to offer natural and minimally processed, environmentally
friendly HPP juice in PurePak Classic 900-ml and as of 2021, 250-ml carton packaging by ELOPAK, its whitepaper states. “There is
no other technology that enables fresh-like juice properties — real taste, vitamins and antioxidants for several weeks,” the
founders state.

Emerson developed an automated system that uses Branson SW300 servo-
driven spin welders to retain the nutrients using a circular thermoplastic seal
that is melted and fused to the bottle’s screw cap without impacting the
nutrients themselves, it says. (Image courtesy of Emerson Automation
Solutions)

Hiperbaric’s Peregrina notes the two methods to win in HPP —
applying industry 4.0 automation in traditional HPP in-pack
machines and by using in bulk technology to reduce labor,
energy and time.

“Hiperbaric Automation Systems provide cost-e�cient and
tailor-made solutions to help solve labor issues, product
variation, inconsistencies, while boosting production line speed
and safety,” he says.

Investing in automation
 In an effort to manage costs and ensure availability of natural

and plant-based products, beverage manufacturers are looking
to automate, says Mark Maglio, CEO and founder of Safety
Fresh Foods HPP Toller, a part of JBTAvure’s global tolling
network.

The Plymouth, Wis.-based company explains that automation reduces stress on its team members and allows it to maximize
production while creating a safe, delicious product for its customers.

Maglio also credits consumer education for its positive impact on the beverage industry.

“Manufacturers are constantly tasked with �nding ways to process new ingredients to ful�ll the ever-growing demand,” Maglio
explains. “In response, automation equipment is becoming much more �exible. From �lling lines to juice presses, this new
adaptability allows us to run different products of varying shapes and sizes with much faster changeover.”

Krones’ engineers highlight the need for faster, more e�cient human machine interfaces (HMIs) that present complete clean-in-
place (CIP) information through integrated interfaces viewable on tablets and handheld devices.

Recipes for blending systems resulting in innovative new beverages also are in demand.

“We have seen an increased interest in beverage companies looking for sophisticated recipe-based blending systems that allow
recipe creation, scalability, version control tracking and user de�ned product databases,” explains Kurt Wagner, engineering
director at Krones. “… With the demand growing for energy drinks, some of the additional dry ingredients are much more di�cult
to dissolve in the quantities needed to make the syrup bases for production requirements. This challenge can be overcome with
designing the proper powder addition system utilizing high shear incorporation equipment coupled with strategic instrumentation
and control strategies.”

Bulk ingredient handling systems can be automated and integrated into the shearing system to reduce the ergonomic issues
resulting from the large quantities of the typical smaller size bags that energy ingredients come in, Wagner adds.

Hiperbaric’s Peregrina notes that the future for process automation equipment is bright given its ability to ful�ll consumers’ need
for healthier, less processed beverages.  

“The key to automation equipment is allowing for more beverages to be manufactured more quickly with less human
involvement,” Peregrina concludes. “… The shelf-life extension of beverages provided by HPP is invaluable. It allows
manufacturers to invest in automation, creating more cost-effective batches of healthy drinks and vastly increasing distribution
opportunities to deliver to more consumers.” BI
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Operations Perspective
By John Peter Koss

Perhaps the adage “waste not, want not” sums up the challenges beverage producers face, particularly because
sustainability, the ability to recycle products and the beverage industry’s pursuit of a circular economy are topics
that continue to permeate every aspect of the supply chain. The waste control issue is perhaps one of the biggest
challenges for beverage producers in any segment of the industry because the creation of waste in the execution
of the supply chain can be a very costly proposition if not correctly managed and controlled.  

To effectively accomplish realistic control, it’s important to de�ne the various types of waste and the methods and procedures
that can or are being used under a variety of operating conditions. The following are two category processes: inherent waste and
created waste or loss.

Inherent waste is the losses that are part of creating the beverage itself.

Created waste or loss involves packaged production or manufacturing where waste or loss is created by an array of causes
such as lack of procedures, methods and/or training or failure to execute according to the warehouse’s established rules and
regulation.

A deeper look at these processes will explain which of these is more controllable.

Because beverages are a process industry, there are particular aspects that will be inherent to formulations and recipes that in
fact establish the �rst category: inherent waste.

Waste not, want not
Supply chain contends with material waste, preventing equipment downtime

ADVERTISEMENT

Inherent losses can be caused by the characteristics of raw materials or ingredients and is commonly referred to as shrinkage or
yield. Beverage-makers constantly are focused on reducing or eliminating the elusive and di�cult cost of inherent loss — a
supreme challenge.

Although most beverage producers have developed control methods and technological devices to minimize inherent loss, the
differences in ingredients and constant changes and tinkering to recipes have unfortunately not resulted in a generic method or
procedure that can be applicable across all categories. The fact that there’s so many different varietals on the market, including
plant-based beverages, juices, dairy drinks, carbonated and non-carbonated, means that there are many variables. Yet, in today’s
beverage plant, workers are coming up with realistic solutions to address each challenge, but it might take more time and
expense.

That’s why having a clear idea of the product type and what is needed to keep inherent waste at a minimum is important.

Meanwhile, created waste or loss, the second category, is created by an array of causes, but is far more controllable than
inherent loss. This is because created waste that is managed through the type of packaging, how fast the equipment runs, the
number of changeovers the equipment needs can help produce lower costs for the manufacturer.

For example, some high-frequency losses are common to most operations. Using the supply chain �ow, processing, where water
and product can be lost by leaky valves, failure to turn off hoses and careless operation of measuring equipment all can be
prevented. Any of these issues can be innocent losses/mistakes because water is not usually considered. Yet, if it is lost during
operations, it is real.

When running/producing the product, loss also can occur. Filling and closing containers where �lling and closing machines jam,
�ll heights, lids, caps and crown entry into closing machines aren’t checked properly can all result in careless, albeit preventable
losses. The same can be said for packaging and palletizing equipment jams, which reduce the number of salable cases. If
packages are being produced in house versus contract packed, there also can be inherent losses.

Throughout the beverage supply chain, waste generation in the form of raw and packaging materials is realistically never going
to be completely eliminated; therefore, because of the “loss cost” aspect it should be a high priority objective for producers to
develop and maintain a “waste control philosophy” that can minimize all types of loss and realistically reduce loss cost.
Remember, this truth to prevent inherent or created waste — “haste can create waste.” BI
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Supplier's Marketplace

Charles Ross & Son Co.
710 Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788; 800/243-7677;
www.mixers.com.

Ross VersaMix triple shaft mixers
Charles Ross & Son Co. offers its ROSS VersaMix triple
shaft mixer, which handles challenging mixing applications
requiring e�cient powder dispersion and critical
homogenization of medium to high viscosity slurries,
pastes, gels, creams and suspensions, the company says.
The VMC-40 (pictured above) is designed for full vacuum
operation and includes a three-wing anchor agitator with
Te�on blades scraping the sidewalls and bottom surfaces
of the vessel. The VMC-40 also features a high shear mixer
with solids/liquid injection manifold (SLIM) technology,
which draws solids sub-surface for virtually instantaneous
wet-out. A high speed disperser allows the mixer to apply
shear as the batch increases in viscosity. The highly
repeatable mixing process features �ne dispersion,
deagglomeration, emulsi�cation, temperature control and
degassing, which are all accomplished in the VersaMix in a
highly repeatable process, it says. The vacuum cover
features an explosion-proof tank light, RTD thermoprobe,
clean-in-place spray nozzles and a dedicated port for
nitrogen purging.

Ardagh Metal Packaging
800/323-3401; www.ardaghmetalpackaging.com.

Ardagh Metal Packaging’s H!GHEND
Ardagh Metal Packaging - Europe recently launched
H!GHEND, a new addition to its customization range, which
offers customers brand-enhancing creative opportunities.
The company explains that the H!GHEND innovation series
adds extra value to the can end, making this area of the
pack a newly valuable player in overall branding. The
versatile technology allows high quality decoration in
CMYK colors on the entire shell surface, meaning brands
can highlight, customize and differentiate their cans with
maximum visual impact, the company says. Not only does
H!GHEND color perfectly match speci�c color branding,
customers can explore H!GHEND images to open up a
world of graphics possibilities and can use H!GHEND pro to
differentiate special editions or collectables, it notes.
Additionally, customization is available for small runs and is
�exible to brands’ changing needs. For main pack
enhancement and brand reinforcement, H!GHEND color
offers advanced full-shell printing in solid or transparent
color that can be left pure and simple or upgraded with a
colored or special tab for color-based branding at every sip,
it says.

ADVERTISEMENT

KeyKeg sustainable packaging for beer
OneCircle, formerly known as Lightweight Containers,
offers its sustainable, returnable products for the brewing
industry: KeyKeg. The company has partnered with HVB,
which was founded in 2018 by Benny Van Heule, to supply
Belgian and Dutch breweries with the materials they need
to brew and package beer including ingredients, bottles
and key caps. With KeyKeg added to their product range,
HVB now is a one-stop shopping experience for Belgian
brewers, the companies say. The sustainable, returnable
KeyKeg contains 86% recyclable material and 39% circular
material. The circular design also allows the company to
reuse material from empty kegs to make new kegs.

OneCircle
Koperslagersweg 4, 1786 RA Den Helder, The Netherlands;
info@lightweight-containers.com; www.lightweight-containers.com.

SIG’s SIGNATURE EVO aspetic cartons
SIG Combibloc Inc. brought to market an innovative full
barrier, aluminum-free aseptic carton pack solution:
SIGNATURE EVO. Already available for plain white dairy
milks, SIGNATURE EVO’s usage extends to a wider portfolio
of oxygen-sensitive products such as fruit juices, nectars,
�avored milk or plant-based beverages, the company says.
SIGNATURE EVO packaging materials are expected to offer
a similar carbon footprint reduction to combibloc ECOPLUS,
to be con�rmed through an independent, critically
reviewed, lifecycle assessment, the company says. Like all
SIG packs, SIGNATURE EVO is fully recyclable in existing
recycling streams. With barrier properties comparable to
standard aseptic cartons that include an aluminum foil
barrier layer, SIGNATURE EVO packaging materials ensure
that even oxygen-sensitive products are protected over
long periods of time without the need for refrigeration, it
says. SIGNATURE EVO initially will launch in the
combiblocMini portion-sized format before being extended
to other formats. It is suitable for both oxygen-insensitive
products like plain white UHT milk and oxygen-sensitive
products like fruit juices, nectars, �avored milk or plant-
based beverages, it notes.

SIG Combibloc Inc.
2501 Seaport Drive, Suite 100, Chester, Pa. 19013; 610/546-4200;
www.sig.biz.

Endress+Hauser clamp-on ultrasonic �owmeter
Endress+Hauser launched its advanced clamp-on
�owmeter unit for water, wastewater and other process
industry applications. The Proline Prosonic Flow W 400
provides a reliable liquid �ow solution with ease of
installation and user-friendliness for a variety of liquid
measurement applications. The W 400 clamp-on and I 400
insertion unit provides comprehensive process monitoring
with long-term cost-e�ciency and extensive diagnostics,
the company says. The sensors pair with the company’s
Proline 400 transmitter to provide a complete �ow
metering solution. In addition to providing ultrasonic clamp-
on instruments for convenient �ow measurement,
Prosonic Flow W provides reliable instrument data and
measurement of process parameters. With an ultrasonic
sensor mounted directly on the pipe’s exterior, the
�owmeter uses a nonintrusive, clamp-on measurement
method that fosters safe measurement of many �uids,
independent of their conductivity or other properties. This
includes corrosive, abrasive, and toxic �uids, making this
�owmeter ideal for monitoring countless processes. The
�owmeter’s IP68 Type 6P submergence-rated ultrasonic
sensors provide long-term and reliable operation, requiring
little maintenance, it says. It also can withstand harsh
temperatures from minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 266
degrees Fahrenheit.

Endress+Hauser
2350 Endress Place, Greenwood, Ind. 46143; 317/535-7138;
www.endress.com.

NGO Energy Vision, New York, published a new report on waste and recycling collection truck �eets. Entitled “The Refuse Revolution,” the report
was conducted over a 20-year period and assesses various alternative fuels and new vehicle technologies for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and other negative impacts from the more than 180,000 heavy-duty trucks operating on U.S. roadways that consume more than 20%
of on-road vehicle fuels, the report states. Of the nine options studied, including biodiesel, fossil and battery electric vehicles, the study found that
non-petroleum fuel options such as renewable natural gas (RNG) could cut U.S. methane emissions by 15%, it adds. RNG trucks rated highest in
terms of performance, cost, and cutting lifecycle GHG emissions, health-damaging pollutants and more, the report found.

Atlanta-based Graphic Packaging announced that Maggie Bidlingmaier has joined the team as executive vice president (EVP) and president of
the Americas business unit, while her predecessor Joe Yost now serves as EVP and president of the International business unit, based in
Brussels. In her new role, she is charged with developing superior team dynamics, driving growth of the �ber-based packaging segment and
bringing the company’s high-performance culture to the next level. Likewise, Yost is responsible for converting operations outside the Americas,
including the company’s businesses in the EMEA, Australia and New Zealand.   

News ...

Packaging experts and partners at McKinsey, David Feber and Daniel
Nordigården, will deliver the keynote address on the “New Normal” at
EskoWorld 2022 taking place June 7-9 at Gaylord Texan Resort in
Grapevine, Texas. More than 500 packaging and label converters and
brand representatives are expected to gather for the in-person event.
The keynote will discuss which trends will be shaping the industry over
the next �ve to 10 years, and how companies across the packaging
value chain can address these trends to move toward their own “new
normal.”  

NADI announced that its new rosehip juice production factory near the Georgian capital of Tbilisi will run entirely on solar energy, which reduces
carbon dioxide, saves tons of coal and eliminates the deforestation of hundreds of trees a year. Located in the village of Natakhtari, the factory relies

on photo-voltaic cells to convert solar power directly into current energy to operate all equipment. Previously, the factory relied on imported
electricity from the local municipality that consumes fossil fuels and drains other natural resources including trees and water. In the �rst few months

since converting to solar power, the NADI factory reports saving 11,797 kg of carbon dioxide (13 U.S. tons);  4,744 kg of coal (5.2 U.S. tons); and
protecting 650 trees from deforestation. The �gures are expected to quadruple by the end of 2022, NADI estimates.
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Last
the

Drop
By Lauren Sabetta | Associate Editor

A return to simplicity
As tequila is one of the most popular spirits globally, its growth, particularly in North America, is where it really
demands attention, according to CGA’s On Premise Measurement service (OPM). “Its popularity has grown
signi�cantly in recent years, with the category evolving to meet different tastes and preferences,” it says.

With vodka (26.6%) and whiskey (26.4%) topping the list of popular choices for consumers, tequila has managed to not only
steal share from these top players, but also within other spirits categories. At 54%, tequila has notched the most volume
growth in the latest 52 weeks versus a year ago, according to CGA’s analysis.

“As of the start of December 2021, tequila holds almost 16% of the spirit category sales in terms of volume, which has grown
signi�cantly since the end of 2016 when it held a volume share of 11.5%,” it states. “Silver tequila holds the greatest volume
share (52%) within the category and grew at 57% in the latest 52 weeks.

“However, subcategories such as reposado (57% growth) and gold (49% growth) are also becoming increasingly popular with
consumers,” it continues. “One subcategory that has demonstrated signi�cant growth is añejo, increasing 61% over the last
52 weeks, highlighting that tequila drinkers’ tastes in the U.S. are expanding and evolving in a similar fashion to whiskey
drinkers.”

Further, as “it is impossible to ignore the Margarita,” the popular cocktail has been instrumental to the tequila category’s
expansion in the U.S. on premise and is the preferred choice of many consumers — with 49% of cocktail drinkers consuming
it when out, according to CGA OPUS, fall 2021.

“Tequila is no doubt a popular choice for consumers. It is important over the next period to see how this preference evolves
and changes,” stated Patrick Bannon, CGA client director for Americas. “It will be interesting to see whether the offering of
different tequila types will expand further in outlet and tequila offerings will mirror that of whiskey. It’s crucial for suppliers
and operators to understand where the different types will grow and what opportunities will present themselves in the on-
premise.”

(Image courtesy of Getty Images/stockfotocz)

Caribou Coffee, in partnership with Make-A-Wish Foundation, announced the launch of its newest ground coffee: Wish Blend. Available
exclusively at Target.com and select Target locations nationwide, Caribou Coffee will donate $1 from each bag of Wish Blend sold now
through Dec. 31, 2022. “Through the collaborative efforts between Caribou, Make-A-Wish Foundation and Target, we’re incredibly
honored to have the opportunity to make a signi�cant contribution in granting life-changing wishes for children in need,” said John
Butcher, president and CEO of Caribou Coffee, in a statement. Richard K. Davis, president and CEO at Make-A-Wish America, added: “This
new partnership with Caribou exempli�es the power of community as it stemmed from friends with connections to both Caribou and
Make-A-Wish who saw an opportunity for the two brands to align. The end result is a multi-year program that allows Caribou Coffee
drinkers to help grant life-changing wishes, and in doing so, become part of the ever-growing Make-A-Wish community.” Developed as a
limited-edition, light roast blend, Caribou Coffee’s Wish Blend is available in 10-ounce packages for $8.99.

CARIBOU COFFEE
‘makes a wish’

‘Family Spirit’

Bodegas Pinea winery released “12,” a wine to honor the

excellence and values that embody the alumni of Texas A&M, it

says. A proud partner of Texas A&M Athletics to support Aggie

athletics, the winery prepared to release its new luxury and

affordable wine, when it learned that Texas A&M Athletics was

celebrating the Centennial Anniversary of the 12th Man in

2021. “We named the wine ‘12’ because this number

symbolizes the athletic fan in general. While the

concept is derived from the idea of the fans being

the 12th man on an 11-player football team, it is not

limited to football. It has come to represent fans of

all sports who support their teams with passion and

energy and celebrate outstanding athletic

achievements,” said Hugo Del Pozzo, Bodegas Pinea

co-founder, in a statement. Ellie Pardee, Texas A&M

Ventures, added: “We couldn't be more honored or proud to be

part of this incredible project and to bring a premium wine

specially designed for us to our fan base.” PINEA’s “12” is

available at wine retail shops throughout Texas, including

HEB’s, Central Markets, Brookshire Brothers, as well as in Kyle

Field and select restaurants and retailers.

athletic
achievements

Set to embark on its biggest year yet with three

new limited-time �avors launching in Canada

starting with Mango bubly, for Michael Bublé, the

biggest year yet would mean o�cially changing the

“y” in bubly to an “é,” it says.

The BIG3 announced that Monster Energy will be returning as a league
sponsor for the upcoming 2022 season. After an incredibly successful

�rst year that saw in-game brand activations with Monster BMX riders
and break-dancers as well as the nationally broadcasted “BIG3 Has A

Whole New Energy” campaign on CBS featuring Ice Cube and BIG3
players, the two organizations will bring even more �re as the BIG3

returns to its multi-city touring model next season, it says. “The BIG3

and Monster share an athletes-�rst value system and we look
forward to our continued effort of creating compelling sports
content as we enter the 2022 season and beyond,” said Ice
Cube, BIG3 co-founder, in a statement. Dan McHugh, Monster

Energy CMO, added: “Monster Energy congratulates the BIG3 on

another outstanding year and we are excited to announce the
continuation of our sponsorship.” Known as a ground-breaking league
that focuses on innovation, the BIG3’s 2021 season saw notable new

changes and experiences, including the �rst-ever professional open
tryouts and the addition of the “Bring the Fire” rule allowing teams one

challenge in each half determined by an in-game one-on-one. In the
most competitive season yet, Stephen Jackson’s Trilogy ultimately
took home the Julius Erving Championship Trophy and became the �rst

team in league history to win two titles.

Monster Energy and
the BIG3 return
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